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Preface

This pa.mphlet is one in a series of monthly pamphlets which will he c"nsolidat
ed on an annual basis and entitled Decisions of' the Comptroller General of the
United States. The annual volumes have been published since the establishnmnt
of the General Accounting Office by the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921. Deci
sions are rendered to heads of departments and establishments and to disburs
ing and certifying officers pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3529 (formerly 31 U.S.C. 74 and
82d.) Decisions in connection with claims are issued in accordance with 31
U.S.C. 3702 (formerly 31 U.S.C. 71.) In addition, decisions, on the validity of con
tract awards pursue'.t to the Competition In Contracting Act (31 U.S.C.
3554(e)(2) (Supp. IIIJ (1~85), arc rendered to interested parties.

The decisions included in this pamphlet are presented in full text. Criteria ap
plied in selecting decisions for publication include whether the decision repre
sents the first time certain issues are considered by the Comptroller General
when the issues are likely to be of widespread interest to the government or the
private sector; whether the decision modifies, clarifies, or overrules the findings
of prior published decisions; and whether the decision otherwise deals with a
significant issue of continuing interest on which ther" has been no published
decision for a period of years.

All decisions contained in this pamphlet are availabie in advance through the
Jii.'culation of individual decision copies. Each pamphlet includes an index-digest
and citation tables. The annual bound volume includes a cumulative index
digest and citation tabies.

To further assist in the research of matters coming within the jurisdiction of
the General Accounting Office, ten consolidated indexes to the published vol
ume;; have been compiled to date, the first being entitled "Index to the Pub
lished Decisions of the Accounting Officers ofthe United States, 1894-1929," the
second and subsequent indexes being entitled "Index of the Published Decision
of the Comptroller" and "Index Digest-Published Decisions of the Comptroller
General of the United States," respectively. The second volume covered the
period from July 1, 1929, through June 30, 1940. Subsequent volumes have been
published at five-yea!" intervals, the commencing date being October 1 (since
i976) to correspond with the fiscal year of the federal government.
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Preface

Decisions appearing in this pamphlet and the annual bound volume should be
cited by volume, page number, and date, e.g., 64 Compo Gen. 10 (1978). Decisions
of the Comptroller General which do not appear in the published pamphlets or
volumes should be cited bv the appropriate file number and date, e.g., B-23G777,
September 30, 1986.

Procurement law decisions issued since January 1, 1974, and Civilian Personnel
Law decisio"s whether or not included in these paml. nlets, are also available
from commercial computer timesharing services.

To further assist in research of Comptroller General decisions, the Office of the
General Counsel at the General Accounting Office maintains a telephone re
search service at (202) 275-5028.
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November 1987

B.227835.3, B·227835.5, November 2, 1987
Procurement
Contract Management
• Contract AdministrntifJn
• •.Convenience Termination
••• Administrative Determination
••••GAO Review

Where the offerors were unaware of the actual basis for award, award under such solicitation was
properly terminated.

Procurement
Competitive Negotiation
• Discussion
•• Adequacy

• .11 Criteria
Discussions cannot be meaningful if an offeror is not apprised that its price exceeds what the
agency believes to be reasonable.

Procurement
Competitive Negotiation
• Discussion Reopening
•• Auction Proh!hition

Where reopeniJ:g of negotiations is properly required, notwithstanding the disclosure of an vtferor's
proposal, this does not constitute either technical leveling or an improper auction.

Procurement
Competitive Negotiation
• Unbalanced Offers
•• Materiality
Ii••Determinadvn
II ••• Criteria

Even though an offer may be mathematically unbalanced. it is not matedally unbalanced where
there is no doubt it will result in the lowest cost to the government.

Page 39 (67 Compo Gen.)



Matter of: The Faxon Company
The Faxon Company protests the termination of a contract for periodical suI>
scription services for a base year and 2 option years, awarded by the Veterans
Administration (VA) under request for proposals (RFP) No. 794-4-87. Faxon also
protests the award of a contract to American Overseas Book Company (AOBC)
under that solicitation.

The protests are denied.

The VA awarded a contract to Faxon on May 26, 1987, based on best and final
olTers (BAFOs) which had been received on April 27. However, the VA, on re
viewing a protest from AOBC, determined that the procurement had been im
properly conducted and that the award was improper. The VA terminated
Faxon's contract for convenience and reopened negotiations with the afferors in
the competitive range, Faxon and AOBC.

The Termination

Faxon alleges that the VA's termination of its contract was arbitrary and base
less and was done in response to an untimely protest filed with our Office by
AOBC. Faxon also contends that the VA improperly reopened negotiations fol
lowing the termination, that Faxon was prejudiced because its price and techni
cal score were revealed, that the technical requirements have been degraded so
as to accommodate AOBC, and that the VA accepted an unbalanced offer from
AOBC. Faxon contends that the VA improperly only asked Faxon how it would
compensate in performance for the delays resulting from the resolicitation
which was caused by AOBC's protest of the RFP.

Faxon also contends that the VA contravened the "stay" provisions of 4 C.F.R. §
21.4(a) (1987) by requesting BAFOs while two protests were pending before the
General Accounting Office (GAO) and by not providing a determination that
urgent and compelling circumstances would not permit waiting for the GAO de
cision until its contemporaneous decision to award to AOBC.

Regarding this last issue, our Bid Protest Regulations, 31 U.S.C. § 3553(a) (Supp.
III 1985), state that when the contracting agency receives notice of a protest
from us prior to award of a contract it may not award a contract under the pro
tested procurement while the protest is pending, unless the head of the procur
ing activity responsible for award of the contract determines in writing and re
ports to us that urgent and compelling circumstances significantly affecting in
terests of the United States will not permit waiting for our decision. 4 C.F.R. §
21.4(a). Although that provision requires that an agency not make "n award
unless a determination of urgent and compelling circumstances is made, it does
not require the cessation of any other agency action on the solicitation, such as
the request for BAFOs, and it does not prohibit the agency from making an
award at the same time it notifies our Office of its decision that urgent and
compelling circumstances exist. See Progressive Learning Syste""" B-218483,
July 23, 1985, 85-2 CPD n72.

Page 40
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The VA states that, after the competitive range was determined. under the ini
tial RFP, an excluded offeror protested that the evaluation criteria were differ
ent from those stated in the solicitation. The VA sustained the protest and
issued amendment No.3 listing eight evaluation criteria (there were four crite
ria under the solicitation prior to the amendment), The amendment, however,
did not state the relative importance of the criteria, or indicate the importance
of price. No statement was included as to how award was to be made.

The evaluation plan, not disclosed in the RFP, assigned 74 points for the techni
cal categories with categories receiving as many as 20 points or as few 5 points.
The contracting officer determined that any offeror submitting an offer between
$1.2 and $2 million would receive the full 25 points for cost.

Faxon received a total of 71 technical points and its cost proposal for 3 years of
$1,805,218, per the contracting officer's formula, received 25 points, thus result
ing in a total score of 96 points. AOBC's proposal received a perfect technical
score of 74 points, and its cost proposal of $2,021,538 was awarded the full 25
points for a total score of 99, the maximum that could be received. Upon review
of the final scores and evaluation, the contracting officer determined io make
award to Faxon, based on its lower-priced offer, even though AOBC received
more total points.

After a debriefing, AOBC protested to our Office that the VA failed to conduct
meaningful negotiations, that the VA misapplied the evaluation factors, that
Faxon's proposal was generally deficient, and that AOBC should have been
awarded the contract as the highest-scored offeror.

The VA found that certain elements of AOBC's protest were meritorioU8. VA
found that no meaningful negotiations had been held with AOBC concerning its
automated claiming (ordering) proposal and that award was made essentially on
the basis of price. Automated claiming or ordering allows persc·nnel at VA li
braries, through computer terminals, to place subscription orders directly with
the contractor. VA states that AOBC was never advised that its automated
claiming proposal had a greater capacity than required. The VA found that
AOBC misinterpreted the requirements for claiming due to its experience as the
incumbent on the prior contract; the VA states that it should have pointed out
that the requirements had been relaxed from the prior year's specifications. AI>"'
parently, the VA believes that had it done so AOBC might have offered a lower
price.

The VA also noted that the evaluation and award Vias not made properly be
cause the RFP listed eight evaluation criteria, including cost, without any state
ment concerning relative importance. The VA states that each criterion should
have been, but was not, considered equally important.

The VA decided that it would be in the best interest of the government to ter
minate the Faxon contract for convenience and "eopen negotiations with all af
ferors in the competitive range.

(67 Compo Gen.)
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Faxon argUes that any ambiguities which might have existed in lhe solicitation
were not of snch significance as to prejudice AOBC and require amending the
RFP. In this connection, Faxon points out that none of the offerors knew what
relative weight would be applied to the technical criteria or to price. If any
thing, Faxon argues, AOBC benefited from receiving the full 25 points for price
even though its price was in excess of the VA's range for the full 25 points.

Faxon argues that VA's revision to the specifications did not result in chan~es

to AOBC's or Faxon's technical proposals or scores, thereby proving that the
termination was unwarranted. Faxon also contends that discussions with AOBC
were unnecessary since it received a perfect score and, in any event, AOBC's
costs were minimally affected by any possible misunderstanding it may have
had as to automated claiming.'

It is fundamental that offerors should be advised of the basis on which their
proposals will be evaluated. Union Natural Gas Co., B-225519.4, June 5, 1987,
87-1 CPD n572. We have recognized that a solicitation that does not set forth a
common basis for evaluating offers, which ensures that all firms are on notice
of the factors for award and can compete on an equal basis, is materially defi
cient. In this case, the RFP did not rellect how offers actually were evaluated.

Where, as here, an RFP indicates that cost will be considered, without explicitly
indicating the relative weight to be given to cost versus technical factors, it
must be presumed that cost and technical considerations will be considered ap
proximately equal in weight. Actus Corporation/Michael 0. Hubbard aTl{l LSC
Associates, B-225455, Feb. 24, 1987, 87-1 CPD n209. During the evaluation, the
VA gave a much greater weight to technical than cost but ultimately the VA
awarded on the baBis of cost. In effect, what happened was that the RFP -::d not
state a basis for evaluation, then the proposals were evaluated on an unstated
basis, and fmally award was made inconsistent with the evaluation. Additional
ly, the offerors did not know how price would be weighted and had they kno_.."
price would have been determinative, they could have modified their proposals
accordingly. The fact that AOBC was the only offeror to receive a perfect score
for price and technical and yet did not receive the award in itself shows the
invalidity of the evaluation scheme.

Compounding this error was VA's failure to point out AOBC's excessive level of
effort as to automated claiming. 41 U.S.C. § 253b(dX2) (Supp. III 1~85), requires
that written or oral discussions be held with all responsible sources whose pro
posals are within the competitive range. Such discussions must be meaningful
and, in order for discussions to be meaningful, agencies must point out weak
nesses, excesses, or deficiencies in proposals unless doing so would result either
in disclosure of one offeror's approach or in technical leveling. The Advantech
Corp., B-207793, Jan. 3, 1983, 83-1 CPD n3; Ford Aerospace & Communications
Corp., B-200672, Dec. 19, 1980, 80-2 CPD n439.

I Faxon, also contends that the VA improperly considered AOBC'l:I protest ~ause it "'Ill;' untimely under our Bid
Protest Regulations. However. when n c!Jntractin~ tLgelh:y recognl1.e"J the validity or a proteBt and prop06e8 to takE
appropriate corrective action, it is irrelevant whether the prokst complied with our Bid Protest Regulations.
Macro Systems, fllc.. £.208540.2, Jan. 24, 1983,83.1 CPO n79.

(67 Compo Gen.)
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During discuMions, agencies are prohibited from advising an offeror of its price
standing relative to other offerors, Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), 48
C.F.R. § 15.610(dX3) (1986), and are not required to point out that a proposed
price is too high if the price is still below the government estimate. University
Research Corp., B-196246, Jan. 28, 1981, 81-1 CPD n50. On the other hand, dis
cUBBions cannot be meaningful if an offeror is not apprised that its price exceeds
what the agency believes to be reasonable. Price Waterhouse, 65 Camp. Gen. 206
(1986), 86-1 CPD n54.

The VA should have pointed out to AOBC that its costs were excessive for auto
mated claiming. AOBC was put in the untenable position of not being able to
improve its perfect score yet not being able to receive award. Meaningful discus
sions, had they been held, would have led AOBC to the areas of its proposal
where it could have improved the possibility of receiving the award. We have
held that where an improper award has been made, termination and recompeti~

tion of a negotiated contract is appropriate. Sperry Corp., B-222317, July 9, 1986,
65 Comp. Gen. 715, 86-2 CPD n48. We find, therefore, that the VA's termination
of Faxon's contract for these procurement deficiencies was appropriate.

The Award to AOBC

Turning now to Faxon's protest of the manner in which the reopening of negoti~
ations was conducted and the award to AOBC, Faxon argues that it wa' placed
at a competitive disadvantage because, at a debl iefing, AOBC was advised of
Faxon's price, portions of Faxon's technical proposal and its evaluation scores.
Faxon contends that this constituted technical transfusion and leveling and that
the reopened negotiations represer~ted an auction.

The VA has responded that there was no technical transfusion or leveling, nor
was Faxon's technical proposal cevealed to AOBC. What was discussed at the
debriefing was the manner in which Faxon's proposal and AOBC's proposal
were evaluated. While Faxon's price was disclosed to AOBC, during the subse
quent negotiations, AOBC agreed to release its price to Faxon so that AOBC
would not have an unfair competitive advantage.

We have held that where reopening of negotiations is properly required, not
withstanding the disclosure of an offeror's proposal, this does not constitute
either improper technical leveling or an improper auction. Sperry Corp., supra.
In addition, there is nothing inherently illegal in the conduct of an auction in a
negotiated procurement. Rather, the possibility that a contract may not be
awarded based on true competition on an equal basis has a more harmful effect
on the integrity of the competitive procurement system than the fear of an auc
tiQn. ld. The statutory requirements for competition take primacy over the reg
ulatory prohibitions of auction techniques. PRC Information Sciences Co., 56
Comp. Gen. 768,783 (1977), 77-2 CPD n11.

Here, the VA made a particular effort to equalize the competition by requiring
price disclosure by ',11 offerors. Faxon has offered no evidence that the contents

(67 Compo Gen.)
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ontst!lChnical proposal were released to ,',.OBC during the Jebriefmg. Accord
ingly, this basis of protest is denied.

Faxon also protests that the specifications were degraded in the resolicitation to
accommodate AOBC because AOBC could not meet the original requirement
that an offeror ha,'e a catalog of 100,000 titles.

The VA argues that it did not downgrade the technical specifications to ensure
that AOBC could meet reduced requirements. The VA states that the original
specification, as amended by amendment No.3, called for:

Annual Serial Catalog (a) Capability to produce catalog exhibit <:1Mling with at least 50 percent of
U.S. publishers and lists at least 100,000 titles.

Amendment No.7 revised this requirement to a catalog of 10,000 titles. Faxon
states that AOBC's cetalog contains less than 13,000 titles whereas Faxon has a
hard copy catalog of 48,000 titles, a microfiche listing of 85,000 titles, and a com
puterized data base of 200,000 titles.

The VA states that this requirement was revised to cl....ify the VA's actual min
imum needs and was not issued for the purpose of favoring AOBC's proposal.
The VA explains that it interpreted the original requirement in amendment
No.3 as specifying a catalog with 100,000 titles, yet no offeror met this require
ment. Although Faxon states it has the capability of generating these titles,
Faxon's catalog has only 48,000 titles. VA argues that under a reasonable inter
pretation of the specifications, Faxon also did not comply since it offered a cata
log of only 48,000 titles. Accordingly, VA states it issued amendment No. 7 to
clarify both the number of titles it actually required in the catalog as well as to
correct the data elements required for an acceptable title list.

Based on the record before our Office, no offeror complied with the original re
quirement of 100,000 titles and therefore the changed requirement favored nei
ther offeror. Since the VA determined f ~t it had overstated its minimum
needs, such a change in the specifications to more accurately reflect these needs
was proper.

Concerning Faxon's argument that AOBC's offer is unbalanced, Faxon states
that AOBC's base year price of $579,023.47, which is higher than its price for
the two option years ($497,759.30 and $527,032.95), respectively, is front-loaded.
The VA points out that. AOBC explained, upon the VA's request after initial
BAFOs on the resolicitation, that AOBC is to be billed for the cost of its per
formance bond in the first year of contract performance, thus increasing
AOBC's first year cost. The VA states that the options for both years will be
exercised. In any event, AOBC's first year price is lower ($579,023.47) than
Faxon's first year price ($583,483.50), so there is no doubt that the award to
AOBC will result in the lowest ultimate cost to the government, notwithstand
ing whether the options will be exercized.

Finally, Faxon protests that only it was questioned during negotiations about
how it would meet the delivery schedule due to the delays in performance con
nected with the termination and resolicitation which resulted from AOBC's

(67 Comp. Gen.)
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original protest. However, the record shows that both AOBC and Faxon were
asked the sanie question regarding accelerated performance and, therefore, this
bRSis cf protest is denied.

The protests are denied.

B.228090, November 2, 1:.::9..::.87.:........ _
Procurement
Competitive Negotiation
.Discussion
••Adequacy
•••Criteria

Procurement
Competitive Negotiation
• Offers
•• Evaluation Errors
•••Non-Prejudicial Allegation

Contracting agency's failure to inform protester of deficiencies in its technical proposal, which was
included in the competitive range, deprived the protester of the opportunity to participate in mean
ingful discussions. Protester. however, was not prejudiced since its cost proposal was so much higher
than the awardee's cost proposal that, even if protester had raised its technical proposal to the level
of the awardee's. the protester would not have been awarded the contract.

Matter of: B.K. Dyltamics, Inc.

B.K. Dynamics, Inc. (B.K.J, protests the award of a contract to Techplan Corp<>
ration under Department of the Air Force request for proposals (RFPl No.
F49620-87-R-0006, issued to obtain a contractor to provide international coopera
tive research and devnlopment assessments. B.K. contends that the Air Force
improperly failed to conduct meaningful discussions with the firm.

We agree with B.K. that the discussions that were held we'e not meaningful,
but we deny the protest because the record shows that thb deficiency did not
prejudice B.K. in the competition.

The RFP solicited offers for a base period of 8 months and four I-year option
periods. Cost proposals were to be evaluated on the basis of the base and option
years, although the government expressly reserved the right to award a con
tract that include,' options for fewer than 4 years. The solicitation also provided
that technical merit would be the most important factor in the selection deci
sion, although cost also would he important.

The Air Force received five proposals, with Techplan's cost proposal the third
lowest and B.K.'s the highest. The technical evaluation concluded that Tech
plan's proposal was technically superior to the other proposals, LJt that four of

(67 Compo Gen.)
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the five ofrerors, including B.K., should be included in the competitive range.
The Air Force conducted written discussions with those four arferors concerning
only their cost propa:-;als, and requested best and final cost offers. Techplan's
final cost proposal was second low, while B.K.'s cost proposal remained high.
The Air Force determined that Techplan's proposal offered the best overall
value to the government and awarded a contract to that firm for the base
period, which also included options for 2 more years, with the decision whether
to exerdse those options to be made later in the contract period.

RK. protests that the Air Force's failure to conduct technical discussions with
the firm was a violation of the agency's statutory duty to hold meaningful di&
cussions with all offerors in the competitive range. B.K. argues that if the Air
Force had pointed out the deficiencies in B.K.'s technical proposal and had
given the firm an opportunity to submit a revised technical proposal, B.K.
might have been able to raise its technical score sufficiently to outrank Tech
plan's.

The Air Force responds that while B.K.'s proposal had some weaknesses relative
to the technical evaluation factors, the evaluators found that B.K. had a thor
ough understanding of the agency's needs, and the proposal was not marked
down significantly in any area. The Air Force argues that it therefore was
proper not to conduct technical discussions with B.K. because the evaluatofe- did
not have any questions concerning B.K.'s technical propo3al. The agency a.ddi
tionally notes that the RFP was for expert and consultant services which are
dependent on staff, and avers that technical discussions were not warranted
anyway because the proposal could not have been significantly improved with~

out replacing key personnel, a major proposal revision. Finally, the Air Force
asserts that because B.K. thoroughly understood the technical requirements of
the RFP, any technical discussions with the firm would have resulted in techni
cal leveling or technical transfusion, which are prohibited by the Federal Acqui
sition Regulation (FAR), 48 C.F.R. § l5.6l0(d) (1986).

The Competition in Contracting Act of 1984 (CICA), 10 U.S.C. § 2305b(4)(B)
(Supp. III 19851, and its implementing regulation, FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 15.610(b), re
quire that written or oral discussions be held with all responsible sources whose
proposals are within the competitive range. Such discussions must be meaning
ful, that is, agencies must point out weaknesses, excesses or deficiencies in the
offeror's proposal unles!: doing so would result in technical transfusion or tech·
nical leveling. FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 15.610(d)(l) and (2); Price Waterhouse, B-222562,
Aug. 18, 1986, 86-2 CPD n190. Once discussions are opened ".'ith an offeror, the
agency must point out all deficiencies in the offeror's proposal, and not merely
selected ones. Jones & Co.• B-2249l4, Feb. 24, 1987, 66 Camp. Gen. 283.

Here, the Air Force's request for best and final cost proposals constituted dis
cussions, so that the failure to discuss technical matters was proper only if
B.K.'s initLJ technical proposal contained no uncertainties or weaknesses. See
Sperry Corp., 65 Compo Gen. 195 (1986), 86-1 CPD n28. We do not find that this
was the case. For example, as indicated by the debriefing summary. the evalua
tors fmmd that B.K. did not give samples of the Contract Data Requirements
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Lists formats for required deliverables, and that B.K.'s proposal for certain
items listed in the stetement of work did not demonstrate sufficient program
manager involvement. Our review of the technical evaluation also shows that
RK.'s proposal was downgraded for failure to address or elaborate on certain
factors. These omissions are the type that may well have been resolved through
technical discussions. See Furuno US.A., Inc., B-221814, Apr. 24, 1986, 86-1 CPD
U400.

Further, we do not agree with the Air Force that technical discussions would
have led to prohibited technical transfusion or technical leveling. Technical lev
eling arises only where, as a result of successive rounds of discussions, the
agency has helped to bring one proposal up to the level of another proposal by
pointing out inherent weaknesses that remain in the proposal because of the
offeror's own lack of diligence, competence or inventiveness after having been
given an opportunity to correct them. See Price Woterhouse, B-222562, supra.
Here, however, the Air Force did not hold even one round of technical discus
sions with B.K. We also do not see how there would have been any risk of tech
nical transfusiofl-impropcrly transferring Techplan's approach to B.K. through
discussions, see FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 15.610Cd)(2)-if B.K. had been informed of omis
sions in its own proposal. We therefore find that the Air Force failed to hold
meaningful discussions with B.K.

Despite our conclusion, however, our Office will sustain a protest alleging that
the government failed to hold meaningful discussions with a firm only if the
protester demonstrates that it was prejudiced by the government's actions. See
Science and Management Resources, Inc., et aZ., B-212628, et aI., Jan. 20, 1984,
84-1 CPD U88. The record does not show that B.K. was prejudiced here. First,
B.K. itself states that if the Air Force had pointed out technical deficiencies in
the firm's offer, IIBK's proposal could have been revised, perhaps sufficiently to
enable BK to outrank Techplan technically." Thus, B.K. itself acknowledges
that technical discussions would not necessarily have raised B.K.'s technical
proposal to the level of Techplan's proposal. Further, the RFP provided that
both technical merit and cost would be considered in choosing the successful of
feror; B.K.'s evaluated best and final cost offer was $1.2 million higher than
Techplan's final cost offer of $1.93 million, and B.K. does not suggest that it
could have sufficiently lowered its cost proposal further to be competitive with
Techplan. Thus, even if B.K. had been able to raise its technical proposal to the
level of Techplan's, B.K. still would not have received the award.

B.K. also protests that the Air Force could not properly award a contract to
Techplan that included a base period and provision for 2 option years because
the RFP required offerors to submit prices for 4 option years. Paragraph L-24 of
the RFP, however, specifically reserved to the Air Force the right to award a
contract that provided for fewer than 4 option years. Therefore, the award was
consistent with the terms of the solicitation, and thus is not subject to legal ob
jection by our Office.

The protest is denied.
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B-177617, Novem_"b",e;=.r.:;6.!..,.,.19:.;8:..;7",--- -,-- _
AJ.li;;·"iirin.tjo~s/Financial l\1anagemen::t'-- _
Claims by Governmcflt
o Credit Cards
g EJ Acceptability

Except wherl' f,rohibited by statutt> agencies may accept commercial credit card transactions in
payment (or Dmounts ('I"'~ to 'he UOlted States, subject to certain safeguards. However. where the
Miscellanco'lS R.·,:e1r" <\et 1.:1 U S.C § :i:i021bJ (1982)1 applies. credit ca-d company commissions
mUSt be paid from the ugenC'v·!'l r",:rn-nt operating appropriations. rather than be deducted from the
proceeds of tht- rredit card tI In it.self.

-- ----
~r"i>riations/~'inancl'!\.Mana"'g"e"m=e"n"t, _
Appr'l)priation Availability
l:!] Purpose Availability
l!l0 Credit Cards
~1]0Fees

Under \Ii lJ S (' § 4tiO/·lialO t 1~1)<<!l, the Department of Agriculture <uSDA) may allow credit card
compani('s to dt>duel 1~f'lr t",mmls... ,ons from the proceeds of commercial credit card transactions
charged to thE' pubhr for "r~5(>....'atlUn services." However. without additional statutory authority,
commissions on erroll l·ard IranSUI"t10ns for other kinds of USDA se....·ices or fees must be paid from
currenl operatinl{ appropriallon:-

Matter of: Acceptance of Payment by Commercial Credit Card

The A5::ilstant Secreta!"y for Natural Resources and Environment, United States
Department of Agriculture 'USDA}, requested our opinion regarding the accept
ance of commercial credit card transactions in payment for amounts owed to
t.he government by private individuals and organizations. Because the credit
card companies usually deduct their fee i ...... rn tbe amount charged to the credit
card holder. USDA questions whether acCt:pting r.redit card transactions would
violate the so-called "Miscellaneous Receipts Act,' 31 U.S.C. § 3302(b) (1982).

USDA is authorized by the Land and Water Conservation Act, as amended, 16
U.S.C. §§ 4601, 4601·6a 1l982}, to assess and collect a variety of fees and permit
charges. Previously, USDA has been willing to accept only cash payments for
those fees and permit charges, Now, however, USDA wants to offer credit card
transactions as an alternative method of payment for "user fees collected at
recreation sites" -md for "firewood, Christmas tree permits, special use permits,
and similar authorized uses and products from the National Forest System
Lands." According to USDA, in fiscal year 1985, sales to the public of just three
of those classes of permits amounted to approximately $320,000. Aside from the
fact that purchasers frequently request to pay via credit card as a convenience
to them, USD'" believes that the acceptance of credit card transactions would
significantly reduce USDA's administrative costs and increase it.., efficiency.

We conclude that, in the absence of an express statutory prohibition, an agency
may legally accept payment of amounts owed to the United States in the form
of commercial credit card transactions. However. where 31 U.S.C. § 3302(b) ap-
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plies, credit card company commissions may not be deducted from the proceeds
of the transactions, and to this extent, the use of commercial credit cards may
not offc'" ... practical alternative under existing law.

Authority to Accept Payment by Credit Card

We have previously held that agencies may accept commercial credit card
transactions in payment for goods and services provided by the government,
except where credit sales are expressly prohibited. 56 Compo Gen. 90 (1976); 52
Comp. Gen. 764 (1973). In those cases, we observed that "while the government
does not ordinarily provide goods or services on credit, there is no Jeneral statu~

tory prohibition against credit sales." 56 Comp. Gen. at 91 (citing 52 Comp. Gen.
at 765). Those decisions were "premised on the [agency's] representation that
this practice would facilitate sales without [significantly] increasing administra
tive costs or prices charged to customers." Id. Allowing the use of credit card
sales was expected to enhance the agencies' performance of their statutory func
tions by enabling them to operate more efficiently and conveniently. Finally,
the interests of the United States were adequately protect"d by credit card com
pany guarantees to pay for purchases made by duly accepted credit cards. 56
Comp. Gen. at 92; 52 Compo Gen. at 765.

We see no reason why the principie enunciated in those two decisions should
not apply equally to the payment of any and all amounts owed to the United
States, subject to the same safeguards. Acceptance of payment by credit card
should not result in significant increases in the cost to the government, or any
increase in the cost to the person making the payment; I should adequately pro
tect the government's interest by means of credit card company guarantees to
reimburse the government for all properly conducted credit card transactions;
and should facilitate and enhance performance of the agency's program and col
lection responsibilities. If these conditions apply, then agencies may exercise
sound discretion to accept credit card transactions as an additional (and option
al) means of paying amounts owed to the United States. (We do not believe that
agencies may require payments to be made by credit cards.)

Deducting Credit Card Company Commissions from Proceeds

Credit card companies normally charge a fee of 3 to 5 percent of the transaction
amount. As USDA notes, the companies customarily collect this fee by deduct
ing it from the amount to be paid to the vendor (Le., the agency). Because of

I The requirement that there be no additional cost to the payor does not apply to payments made on delilllJuent
debts owed the United States. Agencies are required to assess administrative charges to cover the costs of process..
ing and handling delinquent debts.:n U.S.C. § 3717leKli mH~21; 4 C.F.R. § l02.13(dl (1986). Neither the statute nor
the implementing regulations itemize all of the elements that may be assessed as administrative costs. &e 49 Fed.
Reg. 8889. 8893 (19841. If an agency chooses to permit payment of delinquent debts by credit wrd, we think the
agency may trent the credit card company's commission as an administrative cost to be assessed against the
debtor- in the same manner as the cost incurred in using a private debt collector, etc. However. the agency
should disclose this liability to the debtor when the credit card option is offered.
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this, as explained below, the use of commercial credit cards may not be a feasi
ble option under existing :aw.

The problem ;s that, '"nder 31 U.S.C. § 3302(b), unless otherwise provided by
law, each agency ;8 g-enerally reqti.~red to deposit into the general fund of the
Treasury roll amount':) received by its officers and agents, "without deduction for
any charge or claim." Thus, where this act applies, the agency has no authority
to allow a credit card company to deduct its commissions from payment made
via -:::redit card, unless there is some other express statutory authority to do SO.2

USDA suggests that the necesoary authority may be found in two specific (and
otherwise unrelated) statutory exceptions to the miscellaneous receipts act-31
U.S.C. § 371R<dl <l9X21 <debt collection contractor fees), and 16 U.S,C. § 4601-6a(O
(1982) (reservation service contractor feesL

1. Debt Colledion Contractor Fees.

The provisions of 31 U.S.C. § 371Rldl (formerly § 3718(bJ, as redesignated by Pub.
L. No. 99-578, § I, 100 Stat. 3305 1198611, create an express exception to the Mis
cellaneous Receipts Act in order to authorize agencies to pay debt collection
contractor rees by means of deductions from collection proceeds. USDA admits
that "the language employed in 31 U.S.C. § 3718 tends to indicate that the use
of credit cards was nol contemplated specifically [by Cone, :;s when this law
was enactedj ...." Nevertheless, USDA argues:

... Even if a contrnct with cr(>(Jlt ('urd Issuers and vendors cannot meet ~he literal language of 31
U.S.c. § ;filx. clearly. t 'ongrt>ss inlt'nded to give the head of an Bgency wide latitude to his choice of
colleetion nl€"Chan~ms_ AllOWing the use of credit cards fo, p.1.yments would appear to be in keeping
with thiS Conwpssional intRnl.

To the extent that the amounts being paid via credit card represent the pay
ment or delinquent debts. we agree that the provisions of spct.lon 3718(d) would
authorize deductions for credit card company commissions. However, if those
amounts represent payments on non-delinqu.ent debts. the exemption (from the
Miscellaneous Receipts Aetl in section 3718(dl would not apply. This conclusion
follows from a previous decision of this Office to the effect that section 3718(d)
does not apply to the collection of non-delin.quent debts, or to uaccoant servic
ing," etc. 64 Compo Gen. :l66 t 19851.

2. Reservation Servic(~ Contrnctor I<~ees.

The provisions of 16 U.S.C. § 4601-6a au,horize USDA to assess a variety of "Ad
mission and special recreation use fees. ' (USDA cn.!1s these assessments Huser
fees collected at recreatt(\:l b.:.eS."j Paragraph (a) of that section concerns "Ad
mission fees" and various "permits;" paragraph (b) concer:']s "Recreation use
fees" and "fees for Golden Age Passport Permitees;" and paragraph (c) concerns
"Special Recreation Permits." Paragraph to is entitled "Disposition of fees; con
tracts with public or private entities for visitor li:rervation services." It reads,
in pertinent part, as follows:

2The clTec1. of:11 u.sr § ;i:ID21h, ....us not an ISSue in 52 Comp. Gen. 76<1. llnd 56 Comp. Gen. 90. cited earlier,
becuuse of thE" p.·utl('ular St4Jtutury uuthorities Involved in those cases.
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Except as otherwise provided by law ... all fees which are collected by any Federal agency [pursu
ant to this sectIOn] shall be covered into a special account in the Treasury of the United States to be
administered in conjunction with, but separate from, the revenues in the Land and Water Conserva·
tion Fund; Provided. that the head of any Federal agency. under such terms and conditions as he
deems appropriate. may contract with any public or private entity to provide visitor reservation
services; and any such contract may pJ'ovide that the contractor shall be permitted to deduct a com·
mission to be fixed by tu~ agency head froUl the amount charged to the public fOf providing such
services and to remit the net proceeds therefrom to the contracting agency. Revenues in the special
account shall be available for appropriation for any authorized outdoor recreation function of
the agency by which the fees were collected 16 U.3.C. § 460[·6a(O (added by Pub. L. No. 93-303,
§ 1(j), 88 Stat 192. 19411974)1. [Italic supplied.]

Clearly, paragraph 4601-6a(1) authorizes USDA to enter into contracts with
public or private entities in order to obtain "reservation services" and allows
those contractors to deduct their commissions for providing these services from
fees that they collect on behalf of the government. Thus, this provision would
authorize credit card companies to deduct commissions from receipts. However,
by its very terms, it applies only with respect to amounts charged to the public
for reservation services; it does not authorize deductions from the fees assessed
pursuant to paragraphs (a), (h), or (c) of section 4601-6a. 3

The first sentence of 16 U.S.C. § 4601-6a(l), quoted above, requires that all fees
collected under the authority of § 4601-6a be deposited in a special account in
the Treasury. Thus, except for the special provision for reservation services,
there would be no authority to deduct credit card company commissions from
these other fees.

Of course, none of the foregoing discussion is intended to suggest that credit
card companies m,qy not be paid a commission on amounts which are charged
for credit to the government for the other Idnds of fees and charges provided in
section 4601~6a. We are saying merely that without additional statutory author
ity, that cOr.1mission must be paid out of the agency's current appropriations
and not by deduction from the amount charged.

Conclusions

We conclude that, in the absence of express statutory prohibition, agencies may,
in the exercise of sound discretion, legally accept commercial credit card trans
actions in ; ayment of amounts owed to the United States, including amounts
owed for goods and services, and amounts owed on account of delinquent and
nondelinquent debts. However, we also conclude that, without express statutory
authority to do so, agencies may not allow credit card companies to collect their
commissions by means of deductions from amounts charged for credit to the
United States.

3 The legislative hisrory of this provision confirms this interpretation. In H.R. Rep. No. 1076, 93rd Cong., 2d Bess. 5
(197<\1, for example, it was explained that;

Under existing law al.1 fees go into a specht! account in the Land and Water Conservation Fund to the credit of
the collecting agency. No change is made in this respect, but the bill makee clear that the Secretary lUay contract
(or resrn'atiOlI services and that the charge imposed (or making such reservation need lWt be paid into the special
account. While the proceeds for camping use w'mld be the same, this language is designed to eliminate transfers of
funds for prOViding reserva/lOll services. [Italic supplied.]
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We think payment by credit card is a desirable option which may facilitate the
ddministration 0' ::>~r.le government programs presently operated on a cash
basis. At the ve,) least, it should be available to federal agencies, subject to the
exercise of sound discretion. Under existing law, however, an agency wishing to
accept cred.t card transactions for payments subject to 31 U.S.C. § 3302(b) (or
other similar statutory restriction) has basically two options:

OJ The agency may try to negotiate an agreement whereby the credit payment
is paid over to the agency in its entirety for credit to the appropriate account,
with the agency paying the contractGr's commission from current appropria~

tions in a separate transaction; or

(2) The credit card company may deduct its commission from amounts to be
paid to the governmpnt agency. with the agency then promptly transferring the
amount of the fee from current appropriations to the account to which the pay
ment is to be credited.

The first option may not be acceptable to the credit card company; the second is
somewhat impractical and administratively burdensome.

Accordingly, to enable agencies to realize the maximum potential benefit from
credit card transactions, we would support legislation (perhaps along the lines
of 31 U.S.C. § :J71Xldll '0 establish an exemption from 31 U.S.C. § 3302(b) for
credit card arrangements.

']JI!!!i;' "iCJi'il""7V' "'_~"L1!i£'~"'""'."'~"',!,,~~~ " __"" _
B-225673. ef al. November 6, 1987
Approprialion!SjFil1;"ncial Ma",n",a",g",.e",m=e~n."-t _
Claims Against (;uvernmcnt
fI! LJnauthorized Contracts
riB mquantum :\it'ruit/Valebant Doctrine

Procurement
~~ ~-------------------

Payment/Discharge
lI11nauthorized Contracts
rtJ f.ij Quantum !\oleruiL'Valebant Doctrine

Claims asserted against the United States Navy by the governments of the United Kingdom and
Italy I which arose in the course of a routine and continuing series of transactions that hinge d;rect~

ly upon the lanA-standing", day-to-day relationships of the governments involved) may be paid, de
spit£> thp absence of supportinf{ offici2l records, because their validity and non-payment have been
satlsfadorily substllntiat('d

Approp~iatiOns/FinancialManagem"'e"'n"'t . _
Claims Against Government
II Statutes of Limitation
A claim asserted 3g"ainst the- United States Navy by the government of the Netherlands may n\J~ be
paid, beCCluse the claim was not actually received at GAO within 6 years after the datE: on which the
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claim accrued (i.e., the date when fuel was delivered, not the dnte on which the Netherlands issued
its bill for payment of the fuel), as required by 31 U.s.C. § :J702(bXIJ (l982).

Appropriations/Financial Management
Claims Against Government
• Statutes of Limitation

GAO may not waive the provisions of 31 U.S.C. § 3702(bXlJ (1982), and lacks the jurisdiction neces
sary to consider whether a claim barred by operation of that net might be \'ulid under th~ laws of
another country because section 3702(bXl) is not a mere "statute of limitations," but rather is a
"condition precedent" to the right to have the claim considered by GAO.

Matter of: British, Dutch and Italian Claims for Fuel and Services for
U.S. Navy Vessels.
This decision considers three separate claims asserted against the United States
Ne.vy by agencies of the governments of the United Kingdom, the Netherlands,
and Italy. Each claim requests reimbursement for alleged provision of fuel or
support services to Navy vessels which either operated in conjunction with the
vessels of those three governments, or visited their naval bases. Two of these
claims have been previously considered and disallowed by our Claims Group.
The third claim was referred to us by the Claims Group and has not previously
been acted upon. For the reasons given below, the claims asserted by the gov
ernments of the United Kingdom and Italy may be paid. However, the claim
asserted by the Netherlands is time-barred.

Background

I. The United Kingdom (8-225673; Claim No. Z-20(738».

According to materials submitted by Navy, the Government of the United King
dom (UK) maintains that on May 24-25, 1982, its naval forces provided a variety
of services and supplies to the U.8.S. Clark during its visit at the British naval
base at Gibraltar. The UK claims that, although it has submitted detailed addi
tional information and repeated bills to Navy, none of those .:;ervices or supplies
Have ever been paid for. (The British claim totals 4541.14 pounds sterling.) Navy
advised our Claims Group that despite an exhaustive record search, it could
confirm only that the U.S.8. Cla"k was in Gibraltar on the dates in question.
Navy can neither verify nor dispute that the supplies and services at issue were
in fact received or whether payment was made. Based on the absence of Navy
records to confirm the validity of this claim, the Claims Group disallowed pay
ment in its settlement dated August 12, 1986.

In seeking this reconsideration, The British Ministry of Defence contends:

It is not in iispute that USS Clark visited Gibraltar during the 24/25 May 1982. It is inconceivable
that during the period of the uisit the ship would not have .'leen provided with [thesej logistics serv
ices for which payment should have be~:t made. The fact that on the US side the records have been
destroyed is inconvenient but it does not destroy the validity of [the] claim .... [ltnlic supplied.]
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In response to the Ministry's contention, Navy agreed that "it is highly proba
ble that USS Clark ... received the port services [and supplies] in question...."

2. Italy (8·180569: Claim No. Z·2·175653I.

Apparently, Italy's claim arose in a similar fashion to that of the UK, but in
volves more than one ship and concerns fuel supplies only, as provided on sever·
al occasions during 1978-80. 1 A listing of those transactions follows: 2

f'93!"'!'i"'" :::::rn . . ",.
U.S. SHIP PORT or SOURCE :} DATE LIRE

U.S.S Cavalla La Spezia. lIaly 3/20178 2,689,230
U.S.S. Escape La Sp~zia. Italy 5/5178 5,396,460
U.S.S. Lawrence/Sampson ITN Vesuvio 5/22178 91,938.665
U.S.S. Manley rTN Stromboli 5/30178 16,902,120
U.S.S. Biddie La SpeZla, flaly 10/27178 20,364,000
U.s.S Peterson !TN Stromboli 10/15179 16,007,134
U.S.S. Comte De Gras ITN Stromboli 5/13/80 203,87' ,745

3TIll' dClil~nall"" ··IT;..; ld.'nl,flt-'~ I'll' »our...- I1S a \'(-'S..,\(,\ of th<, 'Illlilln Navy. Othcrwi:;c. the rt!(crcnce 18 to il

,'Jrl In Iwly

According to Navy. Italy first submitted bills for these transactions in October
198a. Sometime thereafter, 1:hose bills and the related Navy records were mis~

laid. A.s with the claim of lh. UI<. Navy has been able to verify that the vessels
at issue here were in fact in th(' ports. or opePlting in conjunction with the Ital
ir-n ships on the dates listpd ab 've. Based essentially on probabilities. Navy be
lieves that the ('ttl) wa.s most likely provided and that payment has not been
made, but has not been ablt> to C'stablish this with any degree of certainty. Navy
recommends payment..a

3. Netherlands IH·22t90a; Claim No. Z·28632J6l.

On June 11. 197H, the U.S.S. Koontz obtained Some fuel at Den Helder, Nether
lands. Navy does not disput,· that the fueling took place as claimed, nor does it
challenge the amount charged by the Netherlands ($32,806.65). However, Navy's
subrmssion state~ that the government of the Netherlands "mislaid" the paper~

work on this transaction and consequently delayed submitting an invoice for it
until JWle 19S4. more than 6 ,\'~«rs atter tn... transaction occurred. Referring to
the 6-year statute of limitations prescribed in 31 U.S.C, § 3702(bXll, Navy has
refused to pay the claim.

I The ~ni show!> th... t. 111 order to toll the '''YNr st.·UUff' of linuutioos prescribed by 31 U.S.c. § 310"l(hllll, Navy
sent copies of th(' ltalMo bill!! to our Chums nTOUp in February 19&1. Thus, there is no statute of limit.o.ti...ns prob
lem in thl!! claim
~ This list was derivlld from Nu\'Y's letter of August 20, 19t!(i. A lilightly different list was provided to us by the
United Stntes DefellSP Attllche Office in Rome by menn!> of "tdex" dated March 1986. As explained below, we
conclude that Italy'a claim may be paid However. before making pnymont, Navy should tty to reconcile the dilTer
ences.
• This mutter was not previously considetl,.'t! by our Claims Group.
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The Netherlands continues to press its claim, maintaining that an invoice WaB
sent to the United States Embassy at the Hague on September 8, 1976, 3
months after the transaction. The Netherlands adds that it has made continu
oua efforts to secure payment of this claim over the years since. The Nether
lands believes that this claim is governed by Dutch law since the transaction
occurred in Dutch territory, and argues that under Dutch law, its claim is not
yet barred by the "",,"age of time. Nonetheless, in its settlement of October 9,
1985, our Claims Group observed that the claim was not received at GAO until
May 7, 1985, and baaed on 31 U.S.C. § 3702(bXI), disallowed the claim.

Pursuant to discussions with Navy, the Netherlands submitted a new invoice,
dated April 10, 1986 (which was included with Navy's submission in this
matter). Navy's submission concludes: "We believe that the United States is
morally obligated to make payment, irrespective of whatever fault the Dutch
have in this matter."

Discussion

We have long held that the claimant bears the burden of proof in establishing
its claim. E.g., 31 Comp. Gen. 340 (1952); B-184712, Mar. 3, 1976. Normally, of
course, government records are used to help satisfy that burden. However,
claims may be paid even though official records have been lost or destroyed, or
are otherwise unavailable, but only if the claimant furnishes other clear and
satisfactory evidence which reasonably substantiates both the validity of the
claim and the absence of prior payment.

With regard to the British and Italian claims, we think that despite the absence
of supporting official re::ords, their validity and non-payment have been satis
factorily substa"tiated. In both cases, we understand that the claims arose in
the course of a routine and continuing series of transactions which hinge direct
ly upon the long-standing, day-to-day relationships of the governments involved.
In neither instance does the t;a,'Y dispute these claims. To the contrary, Navy
suggests that it is particularly unlikely that its vessels did not receive the sup
plies and seN;.ces claimed, and Navy believes that the amounts being claimed
by the UK and Italy are reasonable. Consequently, Navy recommends these
claims be paid. We agree. Navy may therefore promptly process these claims for
payment, if otherwise correct.

With regard to the claim asserted by the Netherlands, however, the crucial
issue is not the absence of records and burde" of proof, but rather the timeli
ness of the claim's submission to GAO. Under 31 U.S.C. § 3702(bXl l, ever:,' claim
asserted against the United States which lies within the ""ope of GAO's claims
settlement authority must be "received by the Compt'oller General ';;ithin 6
years after the claim accrues . .. ." Our previous decJsions have read this lan
guage strictly and literally to mean that claims must actually be filed with
GAO before the expiration of the 6-year period. Filing with the particular
agency against which the claim is asserted will not satisfy the statute. E.g., 62
Comp. Gen. 187, 192 (1983); 57 Comp. Gen. 281, 283 (19'18). Transmittal by the
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agency to GAO will be oufficient, as occurred here with the Italian claim, but
this did not happen with respect to the Netherlands claim, and the claimant
must bear the ultimate responsibility for complying with the stetute. We have
no authority to waive the act's requirements. E.g.. 64 Compo Gen. 156, 158
(1984); 25 Comp. Gen. 670, 672 (\946).

A claim "accrues" under thiS statute on the date when all events necessary to
establish the government's liability have occurred. E.g., 42 Comp. Gen. 622, 623
24 (196:3). In a transact.IOn such a6 this, the last event which is necessa","y to eSM

tablish the government's liability is the fueling itself, not the receipt of an in
voice for its payment. The date on the invoice, or the submission of a new in
voice does not influence the date on which the statutory period begins to run.
Hence, the April 1986 invoice is of un legal effect. (To conclude otherwise would
allow the creditor to circumvent. the statutory limitation at will merely by issu
ing a new invoice. Cr. e.g.. B-1523~8, Mar. 4, 1960

Accordingly, our Claims Group was correct in finding the claim time-barred.
With respect to the suggestion that Dutch law should apply, it is sufficient to
note that the passage of time has deprived GAO of the jurisdiction to consider
the c1nim nny further. See. e.g.. 64 Comp. Gen. 155, 160 (1984) (Barring Act "is
not ,I mere statute of limitations, but is a condition precedent to the ri.ght to
have the claim considered by our Office...."); B-151285, May 16, 1963 ("The act
is not a mere statute of limitations but simply deprives the General Accounting
Office of jurisdiction to settle claims ...."l. Of course, nothing we have said
here precludes the government of the Netherlands from pursuing any judicial
remedies that may be availab:e to it.

Notwithstanding tne foregoing, there may be one remaining possibility for ad
ministrative relief. The fueling of a Navy vessel is surely related to the national
defense. Thu". Navy may wish to consider the possibility of relief under the au
thority of Public Law R5-804, 50 U.S.C. §§ 14~1-1435. We offer no opinion on the
feasibility of thiS approach since GAO has no jurisdiction under Public Law 85
804 and determinations under it are not subject to OUt' review. E.g., B-212529,
May 31, 19R,1.

B·228099. November 6. 1.::9.:;.87'-- _
Procurement-

Special Procurement l\lethods/Catci,tories
• Federal Supply Schedule
•• Purchase Orders
••• Equivalent Products
•••• Propriety
Issuance of fl delivery order to Federal Supply Schedule contractor who responded to request for
quotations lRFQJ by proposing items which did not Ilterally meet the RFQ's specifications is not
objectionable where contractor's items were functionally equivalent and sutisfied the government's
needs.
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Matter of: Crenlo, Inc./Emcor Products
Crenlo, Inc.lEmcor Products (Crenlol, protests the Department of the Army's is
suance of a delivery order to Stantron Corp. under oral request for quotations
(RFQJ No. 87-494 for furniture storage frames and panels. Crenlo states that its
product is the only one that meets the Army's specifications. We deny the pro
test.

Since the furniture was a Federal Supply Schedule (FSSl item, the Army orally
solicited quotations from FSS contract holders. The Army asked for quotations
on frame assemblies and panels, specifyiHg Emcor part numbers or equivalent,
and listed various height, width, ,,,,<I depth dimensions. Stantron suhmitted the
lowest of the three quotations received; CreDla's quotation was third low.

Crenla contends that the products offered by the other vendors do not meet all
the dimensions of the Emcor products, nor are they of the same metal thickness
or appearance, so that Crenla should have received the order. Crenlo further
contends that had the Army specified only dimensions, and not Emcor part
numbers, Crenlo would have offered a less expensive and completely compatible
alternative.

When a formal solicitation is issued, vendors are required to respond with offers
that (omply with all material provisions of the solicitation. An offeror's failure
to comply with all such provisions renders the bid nonresponsive or the propos
al unacceptable. When quotations are solicited from ~'SS vendors, however, the
sitw.tion is not the same. The quotations are not offers that can be accepted by
the government; rather, they aTe informational responses, indicating the equi~

ment the vendors would propose to meet the agency's requirements and the
price of that equipment and related services, which the government may use as
the basis for issuing a delivery order to an FSS contractor. There is, therefore,
no requirement that the quotation comply precisely with the terms of an RFQ
since the quotation is not subject to government acceptance. Kardex Systems,
Inc., E·225616, Mar. 12, 1987, 87-1 CPD fl 280.

Here, both Stantron and the intervening offeror responded to the RFQ by pro
posing frames and panels which were the funct.ional equivalent of the Emcor
products. The record does confirm that there were slight differences in the spec
ifications of the offered products; however, t.he Army concluded that Stantron's
products satisfied its requirements at a lower price than the products oliered by
Crenlo. Once the Army concluded that Stantron's lower-cost items met its
needs, it was required to place the order with that vendor. &e Federal Acquisi
tion Regulation (FAR" 48 C.F.R. § 8.405-1 (1986l.

Further, the record does not establish that the Army, by specifying Emcor part
numbers rather than only dimensions, effectively required Crenlo to offer those
particuJar products instead of ones the vendor believed were equivaJent not
withstanding that they might not be precisely the same. First, the Army did not
expressly require the Emcm" products, since all vendors were advised that equiv~

alent products could be offered. Second, the specifications relayed to vendors did
not include a desired metal gauge or appearance, so that we think vendors rea-
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60nably could asswne that product:; identical to the Emcor ones in every respect
did not have to be offered; Crenlc's argument that the metal gauge and appear
ance of offered products bad to be the same as Emcor's is inconsistent with the
advice given tbe vendo~s. Finally, we note that the Stantron products meet all
the dimensions that actually were specified, except that the frame's top panel
opening is 25-5/8 inches in depth instead of the requested 25-114 inches; the
field activity, however, found that difference inconsequential.

In these circumstances, we do not think the Army misled Crenlo into incorrect
ly believing it could not offer an equivalent product the firm felt would meet
the Army's needs.

The protest is denied.

B-227839.2, November 9, 1987
Procurement
Bid Protests
• GAO Procedures
•• Protest Timeliness
••• to-Day Rule

Where the protester does Dot learn of the weight the agency gave to certain technical/performance
evaluation foc·ors until the debrief.ng conference, a protest that the agency gave too much weight
to those technicallperformnnce factors ond too little weight to price is timely when filed within 10
working days after the debriefing conference.

Procurement
Bid Protests
• GAO Procedures
•• Protest Timeliness
••• to.Day Rule

Protest that the Army's testing of protective masks and analysis of those test results bear no rela·
tion to real battle situations and therefore should not have been used to predict casualties is dis
missed as untimely where the protester was aware of the test methods. witnessed the tests, and
apparently was satisfied with the testing during the 2-1/2 year period during which tests were con
-jucted. It was only after the proteslcr's musk was shown to be rated lower than the awardee's mask
that the protester voiced complaints about testing and analysis-about 8 months after the compJe-
tion of testing.
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P~oCurenient

COmPetitive Nerotiation
-. • Requests for Prol'Osals

,...,Evaluation Criteria
•••Cost/Technical Tradeoffs
II•••Weighting

Where the request for proposals (RFP) indicates that technical/performance, cost, and prodl..ction
capability will be considered in the evaluation of proposals. without any indication of each foetor's
relative weight, each factor is assumed to be accorded substantially equal weight in the evaluation;
protest of the evaluation is sustained where the agency considered the technical/performance factor
to be significantly more ~mportant than the other factol"S set forth in the RFP.

Matter of: ILC Dover, Inc.
ILC Dover, Inc., protests the award of a fixed-price, multi-year contract to Scott
Aviation Company by the Department of the Army under request for proposals
<RFP) No. DAAAl5-87-R-0035. Under the contract, Scott is to produce and
supply the Army -.viti. 300,000 chemical/biological protective masks and related
items. The c0ntract also contains an option for an additional 150,000 masks.
Scott is to supply 87,900 units of the basic mask (designated the XM40) for use
by infantrymen and 212,100 units of a variant of that mask (designated the
XM42) for use by combat vehicle crewmen. ILC Dover contends that the award
to Scott was improper because the Army did not evaluate proposals in accord
with the evaluation criteria set forth in the RFP.

We sustain the protest.

Background

In 1982, the Army canceled a program to develop a new mask, designated the
XM30, because the mask proved unsatisfactory during testing (in large part due
to limitations in its polyurethane flexible lens). At that time, the Army began a
two-phase program to develop the XM40 series mask (the subject of the present
RFP). The XM40 mask and its variants will replace the Army's current family
of protective masks, and the mask design chosen by the Army under the
present RFP will be the Armed Forces' chemical/biological mask through the
end of this century.

Late in 1982, the Army solicited proposals from several firms for Phase I of the
XM40 series mask development program. Contracts were awarded to three
firms: ILC Dover, Scott, and Mine Safety Appliances Company. The contractors
were to conduct design studies csing "minimum change/minimum risk" ap
proaches to develop a new protective mask by retaining the positive features of
the XM30 mask and incorporating the rigid lens system of a previously proven
mask (the M17A1). The contractors also were to fabricate a small number of
prototypes for testing, issue a design report, and submit proposals for Phase II
of the program. Based on the design reports, evaluation of the test prototypes,
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and the fabrication proposals, the Army approved mask designs and awarded
Phase II contracts to fLC Dover and Scott only.

Under the Phase II contracts, lLC Dover and Scott each produced over 1,000
masks of their own design for extensive evaluation and testing by the Army. In
addition, the two contractors provided engineering support to the Army during
product testinl:{, fabricated the necessary tooling and molds, and updated the
XM:lO mask technical data package to document the approved mask design and
incorporate changes made during testing. Testing was completed in December of
1986. Based upon these tests, the Army concluded that both the ILC Dover and
Scott mask candidates fulfilled the Joint Services Operational Requirements
IJSORI, which set forth the essential charactt::n...,tics and levels of protection re·
quired for protective masks.

The Army determined that it was in the public interest to limit the competition
for the initial production contract to Scott and ILC Dover, the only two firms
that had participated in the second phase of the development program. Accord
ingly, the Army issued the present RFP to Scott and 1LC Dover on February 6,
1986. Both firms submitted timely proposals, and after evaluation of proposals
and the Phase II test results, the Army awarded a contract to Scott on June 24,
1987. The reason for selecting Scott, even though 1LC Dover's offer was consid
erably lower in price, was the Army's conclusion that Scott's proposal was
better than fLC Dover's in the two most important (of the 11)
technical/performancf:' subfactors: "protection" and "reliability, availability and
maintainability" (RAMI. ILC Dover filed its protest in our Office on July 2.

Protest Issues
---------------

-----_. -------------
ILC Dover contends that the Army's decision to award the contract to Scott is
contrary to the evaluation scheme set forth in the RFP. 1LC Dover believes that
its masks meet or exceed aJl requirements of the JSOR and are substantially as
good as the Scott masks. ILC Dover also believes that its production capabilities
are superior to Scott's. ILC Dover concludes that it therefore should have been
awarded the contract becC/use its price for the basic quantity was only
$:l5,019,750, while Scott's price was $51,823,181, or $16,803,431 higher.

ILC Dover also compla;ns that the Army's evaluation was unreasonable because
the Army tried to predict the number of battlefield casualties that would occur
using each ma~k from "quantitative fit" laboratory tests the Army conducted;
lLC Dover contends that there is no direct relationship between the laboratory
tests and the protection afforded soldiers when the masks are used on the bat
tlefield. fLC Dover alleges that the Army's statistical analysis of the protection
factor data collected in laboratory tests was flawed in a number of respects so
that ,,~ile it appeared that the Scott mask might have a significant protection
factor advantage over the lLC Dover mask, the data collected in fact do not
reveal a statistically significant difference between the masks.
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Timeliness

The Army and Scott argue that it was clear from the RFP's evaluation scheme
that the Army intended to give significant weight in its evaluation to the pro
tection and RAM subfactors. Therefore, they contend that ILC Dover's basic ar
gument-which they construe as being that the Army had to give the same
score to beth masks on technical/performance factors because beth met all
JSOR requirements- is untimely under section 21.2(aXl) of our Bid Protest
Regulations. 4 C.F.R. Part 21 (1987).

Scott and the Army misconstrue ILC Dover's protest. The thrust of ILC Dover's
protest is that the Army did not actually evaluate proposals in accord with the
criteria set forth in the RFP. ILC Dover acknowledges that the Army properly
could evaluate proposals under each of the 11 separate technical/performance
subfactors set out in the RFP, but argues strenuously that the Army gave too
much weight to the protection and RAM subfactors and too little weight to
price. The Army told ILC Dover at a June 30th debriefing that its award deci
aion was based upon the Source Selection Authority's determination that Scott's
significant superiority in the protection and RAM areas outweighed the cost
savings of ILC Dover's proposal. Since ILC Dover filed its protest on July 2,
within 10 working days af",r the debriefing conference at which it learned the
specific basis for the award, this portion of the protest is timely. Intekom Edu
cational Seruices, Inc., B-220192.2, Jan. 24, 1986, 86-1 CPD U 83; 4 C.F.R.
§ 21.2(aX2).

ILC Dover also argues that during development of the MX40 mask design, the
Army's testing of mask prototypes was flawed in a number of ways. Further,
ILC Dover believes the Army's analysis of the test results was invalid and the
Army improoerly tried to predict actual battlefield casualties from tests that
bear little or no relation to real battle conditions. The Army admits that to
some degree its testing methods have weak points with respect to predicting
what might occur on the battlefield. The Army is adamant, however, that it did
the best job possible and that its test methods and analysis were reasonable. In
this respect, the Army reports that it built its mask testing facility and de
signed its testing procedures only after extensive consultation with government
and private industrial hygiene experts throughout the world.

This basis of protest is untimely. The Army reports that ILC Dover representa
tives were brought into the test facility to assist the Army in conducting some
of the earliest tests. The Army also reports that ILC Dover has used the Army's
test facility on more than one occasion to evaluate the protective capabilities of
various prototypes it was developing for the Army. The contracting officer
states that ILC Dover was intimately familiar with the test procedures used by
the Army and wItnessed the testing of its mask. In this regard, we note that the
Army consulted with ILC Dover when its mask was performing poorly due to a
l.,akage problem, that ILC Dover was allowed to fix the leakage by partially re
d"signing its mask, and that the Army used only test results foi' ILC Dover's
ms.,k obtained after the mask was fixed. The Army also states that ILC Dover
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was on notice of the statistical methods the Army intended to use to evaluate
the test results as early as May 16, 1986, when the Army provided ILC Dover
with some of the test results.

ILC Dover apparently was satisfied with the test methods throughout the 2-112
year period of testing, and only complained of the alleged deficiencies when the
tests show j its mask to be less tech:lically proficient than the Scott mask. In
our opinion, it is unreasonable for ILC Dover to lodge its first complaints about
testing and analysis 8 months after the tests were completed. See, for example,
Cadillac Gage Co., B-209102, July 15, 1983, 83-2 CPD n96. In fact, we note that
in its initial protest letter the protester made only a general statement that the
difference between it.;; design and Scott's design in protection scores was statisti
cally meaningless. ILL: Dover waited almost 8 weeks longer-until it filed its
comments JD the Army report and a conference on its initial protest-to pro
vide our Office and the Army any substantive statement on just why it believed
the Army's analysis to be flawed. We dismiss this issue as untimely. 4 C.F.R.
§ 21.2.

In any event, the protester's arguments concerning the validity of the agency's
testing and analysis boil down, in our view, to a disagreement over the concept
of using laboratory data to predict battlefield results. While we would agree
with Dover that there may not be a perfect correlation, we have no basis here
to conclude that the agency acted unreasonably in using what it determined
were the best testing and analysis methods available.

Were the Evaluation and the Award Decision in Accord With the RFP's
Stated Scheme?

'rhe evaluation of proposals is the function of the procuring agency, requiring
the exercise of informed judgment and discretion. Our review is limited to ex
amining whether the agency's evaluation was fair and reasonable and consist
ent with the stated evaluation criteria. We will question contracting officials'
determinations concerning the technical merits of proposals only upon a clear
showing of unreasonableness, abuse of discretion, or violation of procurement
statutes or regulations. KET, Inc., B-190983, Dec. 21, 1979, 79-~ CPD n429.

As the basis for award, the RFP stated: "The Governn,ent will select that mask
which represents the best overall value to the Government, performance, cost
and other factors considered." The RFP stated that proposals would be evaluat
ed under three factors: (1) performance requirements-based upon the JSOR re
quirements and the assessment of Phase II and follow-on tests; (2) cost, includ
ing proposed price, maintenance and repair parts costs, warranty costs, and the
costs of integrating certain planned product improvements; and (3) the offeror's
production capability. The RFP listed eleven performance subfactors as follows:

A. Protection
B. Reliability, Availability and Maintainability (RAM)
C. Vision/Optical Coupling
D. Speech/Communication
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E. Filter Change
F. Wearl)blllty/Comfort
G; Drinking
H. Compatibility
I. Logistical Supportability
J. NBC Survivability
K. Climatic Considerations

The RFP stated: "Protection is significantly more important than any other of
the ahove factors. All other factors are listed in descending order of impor·
tance."

The Army admits that its extensive testing revealed that ILC Dover's mask
meets or exceeds the protection standards set out in the JSOR, but the Army
stresses that it was not its intent to purchase masks that merely meet the JSOR
minimum requirements. The Army argues that while ILC Dover's test results
surpassed the JSOR standards, Scott's test results were superior to ILC Dover's
in two critical areas: protection and RAM. The Army points out that the RFP
reserved to the Army the right to award a contract to other than the lowest
priced offeror.

In selecting the Scott proposal, the Source Selection Authority offered the fol·
lowing rationale:

With regard to performance, the Scott Aviation candidate offers enhanced protection with resulting
casualty reduction over the lLC Dover candidate. In the area of production both prospective contrac~

tors were assessed as having the capability to produce their respective designs. Finally, with regard
to cost, the Scott Aviation mask was found to have a higher proposal price than the ILC Dover
mask; however, the enhanced protection offered by the Scott Aviation candidate, with the resultant
reduced chemical casualties, outweighs the proposal price advantage offered by the ILC Dover candi·
date.

The Army argues that the primary mission of the mask selected is protection of
soldiers ancl that the superiority of the Scott mask in protection and RAM will
allow it to fulfill that mission much better than the ILC Dover mask. Specifical·
ly, the Army determioed that the probability that a Scott mask would success·
fully complete a 72-hour mission was 98.5 percent compared to ILC Dover's 98.0
percent probability of a successful mission. The Army also predicted that ILC
Dover's mask would suffer 33.3 percent more failures than Scott's mask (20 fail·
ures per 1,000 masks for ILC Dover compared to 15 failures per 1,000 masks for
Scott) and that Scott's mean time to repair was just 1.8 minutes compared to
ILC Dover's 4.2 minutes. Based upon the RAM data and the protection factor
results, the Army concluded that there would be approximately twice as many
casualties iocurred if the ILC Dover mask was purchased instead of the Scott
mask. For the 300,000 masks purchased under the basic contract, the Army cal·
culates that ILC Dover's mask will have 1500 more life threatening failures
than the Scott mask. Thus, the Army believes its decision to pay more for the
Scott design is justified.

As indicated above, the RFP stated that proposals would be evaluated io three
areas: (1) technical/performance against the JSOR requirements; (2) offeror's
production capability and (3) cost. The RFP gave no indication that anyone of
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these factors would be considered more important than any other. Our Office
has held that where the solicitation informs offerors that the evaluation will
consider certain factors for award purposes, absent any indication in the RFP
that the factors will be given other than equal consideration, the factors are to
be considered substantially equal in weight. University Research CorFl., B
196246, Jan. 28, 1981, 81-1 CPD n50.

We do not believe the Army considered all three evaluation factors equally;
therefore, the Army's evaluation was not in accord with the RFP's staied
scheme. The Army's decision to award to Scott clearly gave paramount weight
to the protection and RAM subfactors of the technical/performance factor at
the expense of the cost and production capability factors.

In nine of the eleven technical/performance subfactors, the Scott and ILC Dover
proposals were rated exactly even. That is, each proposal received 45 evaluation
points (out of a possible 90) and was rated Ilsatisfactory." Thus, the only differ
ences in the proposals under the technical/performance factor were in the pro
tection and RAM subfactors. Admittedly, these two subfactors were identified
by the RFP as the two most important technical/performance subfactors, with
protection identified as significantly more important than any other 8ubfactor.
The evaluation record shows that Scott's mask was rated at 8 on a 10-point
scale for protection (clearly surpassing the JSOR requirements), while ILC
Dover's mask was rated at 6 (also exceeding the JSOR requirements). In the
RAM evaluation, Scott's mask was rated at 7 (again, clearly surpassing the
JSOR requirements), while ILC Dover's mask was rated at 6 (exceeding the
JSOR requirementsJ. We note that one of the evaluators would have given ILC
Dover's mask a RAM score of 7; he wrote a minority narrative on RAM in
which he stated, "The operational reliability of the ILC mask ... is so high that
it must be pointed out as providing a significant operational advantage." 'I'hus,
Scott's overall rating in all technical/performance subfactors was 60 points, to
57 points for ILC Dover. It is clear that both mask designs surpassed the JSOR
standards by wide margins under all significant protection criteria. Even the
Army's own independent evaluation of the test results states that neither the
Scott nor the ILC Dover design has any major deficiencies.

With respect to the evaluation factor for production capability, the Source Se
lection Authonty concludeJ that both Scott and ILC Dover would be able to
produce the required number of protective masks within the proposed contract
schedule. However, the evaluators expressed concern about Scott's manufactur
ing plan and its facilities. Basically, the evaluators were concerned because
Scott proposed to manufacture its masks at a plant that had been empty for 2
years, had no equipment in place, and needed major repairs. The evaluators
also noted that Scott's manufacturing plan lacked sufficient detail. After allow
ing Scott to provide supplemental information about these perceived deficien
cies, the Army's evaluators were satisfied that Scott probably would be able to
meet the production SChedule. The evaluators concluded, however, that Scott's
proposal contained "medium" risk, while ILC Dover's proposal was rated "low"
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in risk assessment. Thus, the ILC Dover proposal was rated as slightly superior
to the Scott proposal under this evaluation factor.

Finally, in the cost area, ILC Dover's proposal was much lower than Scott's pro~

posa!. ILC Dover proposed a fixed price of $35,019,750 for the contract quantity,
while Scott proposed a fixed price of $51,823,181; thus Scott's proposed price was
$16,803,431, or about 48 percent, more than ILC Dover's proposed price. Even
after the Army added the costs of maintenance, spare parts, and product im
provements over the lO-year life of the masks, ILC Dover's total cost was calcu
lated to be only $51,354,660, while Scott's total cost was $68,470,980. According
ly, using the Army's own figures, Scott's masks will still cost about $17,116,320,
or approximately 33 percent, more than ILC Dover's masks. Thus, ILC Dover's
proposal was significantly superior in this evaluation area.

Conclusion

OUf review of all the evaluation materials shows ILC Dover's proposal to be
much lower in the cost area, slightly better under the production capability
factor, and only slightly inferior under the technical/performance factor. In
accord with the RFP's evaluation scheme, all three of these factors were to be
considered equal in selecting a proposal for award. Because the Army's selection
decision was not based on the RFP evaluation scheme, we sustain the protest.

Clearly, the Army has determined that RAM and protection are critical to selec
tion of the appropriate mask design and it wants to purchase a mask that ex
ceeds the JSOR requirements by as much as possible. In fact, the selection of
the Scott design effectively was preordained by the results of the Phase II test
ing; it would seem that ILC Dover never really had a chance to win the compe
tition given its design.' A reopening of the competition based on the ILC Dover
design therefore would serve no useful purpose. In these circumstances, ILC
Dover is entitled to recover its proposal preparation expenses as well as the rea
oonable costs of filing and pursuing its protest. See 4 C.F.R. § 21.6(e).

The record is clear that the Army always has intended to obtain competition
based on the winning design. Therefore, and in view of the statutory mandate
for full and open competition, we are recommending by letter of today to the
Secretary of the Army that the Army terminate Scott's contract for the conven
ience of the government and procure its requirements on a competitive basis
using the Scott design and the revised technical data package. 2

The protest is sustained.

I We recognize in this regard that the Army did not complete its analysis of the testing until well into the compe
tition.
2 In the determination and findings issued to support a limited competition (between Scott and ILC Dover) for this
contract, the Army stated that the firm which desjgn~d t.he selected mask must produce an additional quantity of
the masks in order to validate the technical data package and to verify production procedures, processes and tech
niques. However, we know of no reason why production by Scott, as opposed to any other competent contractor, is
needed to provide it. This matter currently is the subjecl of a separaro review by our Office.
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B-227474.2, November 10, 1987
Procure,::m~e~n~t _

Bid Protests
• GAO Procedures
• ~ Protest Timf.'Jiness
If-! iii iI Significant Issue Exemptionu
••••Applicability
Request for reconsideration of untimely protest based on significant issue exception is granted and
case decided On the f;\erits where it is alleged by small business that it W8.8 denied opportunity to
compete because agency failed to advise it of procurement under agency's previoulily established
procedure.

Procurement
Sc,led Bidding
• Invitations for Bids
••Competition Rights
••• Contractors
••• fI Exclusion
Protest of multiple award Federal Supply Schedule contractor, whose prior contract contained re
newal clause. that it failed to receive notice of solicitation is denied where agency synopsized pro-
curement in Commerce Business Daily and mailed solicitation to protester. Renewal clause conrers
no additional protection to protester.

Matter of: Radio Laboratories, Inc.-Reconsideration

Sinclair Radio Laboratories, Inc., requests that we reconsider our June 16, 1987,
dismissal of its protest of the General Services Administration's (GSA) failure to
advise it of solicitation No. GSC-KESV-000-44 covering antennas, duplexers and
transmitter combiners.

In its initial protest, Sinclair stated that it had been supplying such items under
GSA contracts since 1982, and contract renewal was always initiated by GSA.
As an example, Sinclair noted that in 1986 GSA contacted it by letter, enclosing
a standard form for executing a contract modific8.tion to renew the contract and
directions for submitting a new uffer u) the solicitation if Sinclair did not wish
to renew under existing terms. Sinclaic stat~-d it d1d not receive any communi
cation from GSA during the spring of 1987 regarding contract renewal, and thus
contacted GSA on May 13, 1987. GSA informed Sinclair that the time for sub
mitting offers had expired in April, and that Sinclair's late offer would not be
considered. Sinclair protested to our Office on June 15, complaining that GSA
had not notified Sinclair of its intentions regarding renewal of Sinclair's con
tract, or that the closing date for offers was to be earlier in 1987 than it was in
1986.

We dismissed Sinclair's protest as untimely because Sinclair was advised by
GSA on May 13 that its olTer would not be considered, but did not protest GSA's
actions to our Off:ce until June 15. Our Bid Protest Regulations require thnt
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such a protest be filed not later ~han 10 working days after the basis of protest
is known or should have been known, whichever is earlier. 4 C.F.R. § 21.2(a)(2)
(1987). Since Sinclair's protest was not filed with our Office until June 15, 22
working days after it knew about the GSA conduct to which it objected, its pre>
test was untimely.

In its request for reconsideration, Sinclair, a small business firm, argues that
we should consider the merits of its protest, notwithstanding its untimely filing,
under the significant issue exception of our Bid Protest Regulations, 4 C.F.R. §
21.2(c). Sinclair argues that it was prevented from competing for this procure
ment because GSA changed its renewal process of the past 5 fiscal years for this
contract by not specifically notifying it that the contract would not be renewed.
In effect, Sinclair contends that GSA owes a duty to small business incumbent
contractors to directly Mtify them of solicitations being issued. Sinclair stat"" it
does not have the resources to have an employee monitor the CBD, as do larger
firms, for solicitation announcements.

In order to assure that small business firms ~uch as Sinclair are being treated
fairly by GSA, we have considered the merits of the protest, and we deny the
protest.

As noted above, Sinclair contends that beginning in 1982 it was awarded con
tracts with renewal provisions which GSA exercised. As to recent years, Sinclair
was awarded a contract in 1985 for fiscal year 1986 under Group 58, Federal
Supply Schedule (FSS). The contract provided for two 1 year renewals at the
option of the government. As noted earlier. GSA renewed for fiscal year 1987
but did not renew for fiscal year 1988, instead issuing the instant solicitation.
Sinclair contends that it relied to its detriment on what it terms was GSA's
prior practice of sending renewal notices to Sinclair.

Instead of renewing the fiscal 1988 contract, the solicitation was synopsized in
the Commerce Business Daily (CBD> on February 4, 1987, and again on February
23, 1987, to make a minor correction. 'l'he notice provided that the solicitation
would be issued on March 10, 1987, with a closing date of April 23, 1987. GSA's
records show that it mailed the solicitation to 177 firms on the bidder's list, in
cluding Sinclair, at its proper address. More than half of the firms which were
mailed the solicitation submitted offers for the multiple award contract.

GSA reports that there is no standard practic~ of renewing contracts since each
decision to renew. like the cXI2::"cise of an option, is within the dio;cretion of the
agency. Since GSA had determined not to renew the contracts under this sched
ule, but receive new bids, it contends that there was no reasOn or procedure for
GSA to contact Sinclair. Moreover, GSA points out that Sinclair was awarded a
similar contract for fiscal year 1984, which GSA renewed for fiscal year 1985,
but did not renew for fiscal year 1986. However, Sinclair did submit a timely
offer for fiscal year 1986, which resulted in a contract. Finally, GSA notes that
although Sinclair does not have a schedule contract for fiscal year 1988, it is not
precluded from selling to the government as the schedule contracts involved
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here are not mandatory and government agencies utilize their own mailing lists
and CED announcements when acquiring communication equipment.

While our Office has recognized that the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984
(41 U.S.C. § 253(a)(l)(Al (Supp. III 1985» requires agencies to obtain full and
open competition, we have also fL.und that an agency has satisfied the reQtiir~

ment for competition when it makes a diligent, good faith effort to comply with
the statutory and regulatory requirements regarding notice ryf the procurement
and distribution of solicitation materials and it obtains a reasonable price. The
fact that all possible bidders or offerors do not compete does not require correc·
tive action. NRC Data System. B-222912, July 18, 1986, 65 Comp. Gen. 735, 86'2
CPD U84.

Here, we find GSA has satisfied this standard. GSA cnmplied with the synopsis
requirements and sent the solicitation to all bidders on its bidders mailing list,
including Sinclair, in accordance with its standard practice. The fact that Sin·
clair's prior contract contained a renewal clause conferred no greater obligation
on GSA to contact Sinclair. To require more than was done here by GSA, which
awards dozens of multiple award contracts, involving hundreds oi contractors,
would be impracticable.

The protest is denied.

.
B-228934, B-228934.3. November 10, 1987
Procurement
Sealed Bidding
II Unbalanced Bids
1111 Materiality
II iii II Responsiveness
The f1pparent low bids for a contract contemplating award for a I-year base perioci and four I-year
options are mathematically unbalanced where there are price differentials of 107 percent and 51
percent, respectively, between the base year bids and the fourth option year bids and the price difw
ferential between bid performance p<>riods is attributable primarily to the bidders' discretionary de.
cision to complete paying for equipment in the early years of contract performance. Since the
agency hus a reasonable doubt that the acceptance of those bids which do not become low until the
fourth and fifth years of the contract ultimately would result in the lowest overall cost to the gov
ernment, the bids properly are rejected as materially unbalanced.

Matter of: Professional Waste Systems, Inc.; 'J.'d·State Sen- ~es of Texas
Professional Waste Systems, Inc. (PWS), and Tri~tate Services of Texas (TSS)
protest the rejection of their bids as materially unbalanced under invitation for
bids (IFEl No. DABT10-87-B-0065. issued as a 100 percent small business set
aside by Fort Benning, Georgia. The procurement is for the acquisition of all
labor, supervision, facilities, tools, materials, equipment, containers and ve~cles

for collection and transportation of refuse at Fort Benning and the disposal of
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refuse in the Fort Benning landfill, including operation and maintenance of the
landfill.

·We deny the protests.

The IFB provided lor award of a l·year base period covering fiscal year 1988
with foul' I-year option periods. The IFB incorporated by reference the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) clause found at 48 C.F.R. § 52.217-5 (1986), enti
tled Evaluation of Options, which adviaed bidders that the government would
evaluate bids on the total price for the base requirement and all options and
further advised that the government could reject an offer as nonresponsive if it
were materially unbalanced as to prices for the basic requirement and the
option quantities.

On July 3D, 1987, the procuring agency received and recorded 10 bids. The first
iour bids were foS follows (rounded):

BfJle Year OP YR 1
;;;pw=s----= 99f;"',7744'-- 711.336
MMI' 1.010,040 1,010.040
TSS 6d6,673 840,408
MOl' 780.000 780.(0()()

"MMI • Midland Maintenance Inc.
•MOl . Mark Dunning Industries, Inc.

OPYR2

693.~24

497,652
828.540
780.000

OPYR3

474,936
497.652
642.810
780.000

OPYR4

480,936
497.652
597,136
780.000

TOTAL
3.357,276
3,513,036
3.795,567
3.900,000
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On August 4, the contracting officer wrote to PWS, MMI and TSS concerning
the significant variance between their bid prices 1'0. the base year and their
piices for the option years. The contracting officer asked each bidder to exam
ine its bid for mistakes and possible unbalancillg. In the event that bidders
chose to confirm their bid, the contracting officer asked for an explanation of
the apparent disparity in prices for the base contract period and option years,
as well as worksheets and other supporting documents. All three contractors
verified their bid prices.

PWS submitted cost data indicating that costs for the basic and fir6t two option
years were increaseu by Joan payments of $425,148 in the base year and
$169,464 in each of the fi(st and second option years. TSS explained that its
base year price included purchase of additional equipment and that other equip
ment would be obtained by a 3-year lease-purchase plan, costs of which would
not be incurred in the fourth or fifth year of contract performance. TSS advises
that a 3-year plan saved $128,000 over a 5-year plan.

On August 20, the contracting officer advised the three low bidders that he was
rejecting their bids as materially unbalanceci and, consequently, nonresponsive.
All three bidders protested the rejection of their bids; MMI withdrew its protest
apparently in response to a challenge to its small business 6ize status. Award
was made to MDI.

The contracting officer's decision to reject the bids of PWS and TSS as material
ly unbalanced is without legal objectior. if (I) the bids are in fact mathematical-
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Iy unbalanced and (2) the contracting officer had a reasonable doubt that award
to either PWS or TSS would result in the lowest overall cost to the govern
ment. Howell COM/ruction, Inc., B-225766, Apr. 30, 1987, 66 Comp. Gen. 413.

An examination of bid unbalancing has two aspects. First, the bid must be eval
uated mathematically to determine whether each item carries its share of the
cost of the work specified for that item as well as overhead and profit. If the bid
is based on nominal price., for some of the work and enhanced prices for other
work, it is mathematically unbalanced. The second part of the test is to evalu
ate the bid to determine whether award to a bidder that has submitted a mathe
matically unbalanced bid will result in the lowest overall cost to the govern
ment. If award to a party that submits a mathematically unbalanced bid will
not result in the lowest overall cost to the government, the bid is materially
unbalanced and cannot be accepted. Landscape Builders Contractors, B-225808.3,
May 21, 1987,87-1 CPD n533.

With regard to service contracts that involve evaluation of a base period and
option periods, as in the instent case, we have held that a bid will be questioned
where in terms of the pricing structure evident among the base and option peri·
ods it is neither internally consistent nor comparable to the other bids received.
We have recognized that a large price differential between base and option peri
ods, or between ODe optional period and another, may be prima facie evidence of
mathematical unbalancing. See Howell COMtruction, Inc., B-225766, supra.

The record shows that PWS' base year bid is 107 percent higher than its bid for
the fourth opti0n year; TSS' base year bid is 51 percent higher than its bid for
the fourth option year. PWS' base year bid is higher than its third and fourth
year option year bids added together; half of its total bid appBars in the base
and first option year While five bidders including PWS and TSS submitted
front-loaded bids, five others offered level pricing for the base year as well as
the options.

Further, us far as PWS' bid is concerned, we have held much. smaller differen
tials to indicate by their very magnitude that the bid is mathematically unbal
anced. See Howell COMtruction, Inc., B-225766, supra, (85 percent) and USA Pro
Company, Inc., B-220976, Feb. 13, 1986, 86-1 CPD n159 (90 percent).

Both PWS and TSS proffer explanations related to contract financing to explain
their bidding patterns. TSS has acknowledged that it could have negotiated a 5
year lease purchase plan but that the 3-year plan sa-,ed $120,000, almost pre
cisely the difference between TSS' total bid price and that of MDI. Both bidders'
explanations indicate that the pricing differential relates to financing consider
ations and not to differences in work or the cost of work. Both explanations are
based on the bidders' business judgments, but it is not our practice. to look
behind a bid to ascertain the business judgments that went lnto its preparation.
Crown Laundry and Dry Cleaners, Inc., B-208795.2, B-209311, Apr. 22, 1983, 83-1
CPD n438. Base'{ on their pricing of the base year and options years, we con
clude that the I'WS and TSS bids are mathematically unbalanced.
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As noted above, a bid is materially unbalanced if there is a reasonable doubt
that award to the bidder submitting a mathematically unbalanced bid will
result in the lowest ultimate cost to the government. Howell Constructwn, Inc.,
~225766, supra. For a long time, our material unbalancing analysis was limited
to determining whether the government reasonably expected to exercise the op
tions. See, for example, Jimmy~ Appliance, 61 Camp. Gen. 444 (1982), 82-1 CPD
ff 542. If the exercise was reasonably anticipated, we concluded that the bid was
not materially unbalanced. However, in cast:s involving extreme frontloading
and where the mathematically unbalanced bid does not become low until the
end of the final option year, we have indicated that, despite the initial intent to
exercise the options, intervening events could cause the contract not to run ita
full term, resulting, therefore, in inordinately high cost to the government and
a windfall to the bidder. Under this type of factual situation, we have held that
there was a reasonable doubt whether the mathematically unbalanced bid
would ultimately provide the lowest cost to the government. Applicators, Inc., 8
215035, June 21, 1984, 84-1 CPD ff 656.

The record shows that the TSS bid does not become low when compared to the
bid of the awardee, MDI, until the last option year and the PWS hid does not
become low until the fourth year. On these facts, therefore, we conclude thl;lt
the Army had sufficient reasonable doubt that acceptance of the PWS and TSS
bids would actually provide the lowest cost to the government. See Lear Siegler,
Inc., 8-205594.2, June 29, 1982, 82-1 CPD n632.

In the instant case, the contracting officer points out several possibilities that
could preclude option exercise. The agency indicates that the existing landfill
may be filled within the next year and require use of another landfill. Also, the
Army points out that troop tra.nsfers may cause a decrease in refuse volume. AB
PWS points out, the contracting officer is required to make a determination
prior to evaluating options and prior to using the FAR, § 52.217-5 clause, that
there is a "reasonable likelihood" that options will be exercised and that these
factors were considered by the Army and not seen as problems when issuing the
JFB with the Evaluation of Options clause. However, even if we assume, as
PWS and TSS contend, that the Army at the present time expects to exercise
the options under the contemplated contract, that still does not obviate the cor
rectness of the determination made here to reject PWS' and TSS' bid as materi
ally unbalanced. See Howell Construction, Inc., 8-225766, supra.

We deny the protests.
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B-214459, November 12, 1987
Appropriations/Financial Management
Claims Against Government
• Burden of Proof
•• Factual Issues
Claims or demands against the government which seek payment for supplies or services sold to it
must be accompanied by adequate evidence of delivery to or acceptance by an appropriate govern
ment official of the goods or services at issue.

Appr Jpriations/Financial Management
Claims Against Government
• Burden of Proof
•• Factual Issues
II II. Credit Cards
When settling oil company credit card claims against the United States, conducting audits. or pro&
ecuting false or fraudulent credit card claims, the government needs to be able to sat:sfy itself,
based on the "documents" which evidence those transactions. that an authorized individual ~6E!d a
valid card to properly service or supply an official vehicle engaged on official business.

Appropriations/Financial Management
Claims Against Government
• Burden of Proof
•• Factual Issues
•••Credit Cards
Oil companies participating in the United States Government National Credit Card Program (SF
149) may be permitted to adopt new technologies which result in the eJi~ination of signed paper
"delivery tickets" (e.g., credit card charge receipta), if appropriate auditing and accounting controls
are maintained and the government's ability to setUe claims, conduct audits, and litigate false and
fraudulent claims, nre otherwise adequately protected.

!p'propriations/Financial Management
Claimti Against Government
D Burden of Proof
•• Factual Issues
•••Credit Cards
The United Stales Government National Credit Card Program (SF·149) should be modified to re
qu!:re users of the SF-149 credit card to lender their government "ID" along with the SF·149, so that
the station operator can verify the user's name and official status.

Matter of: United States Government National C:-edit Card
In a letter of August 15, 1986, the Comptroller of the General Services Adminis
tration (GSA) sought our opinion of an oil company proposal affecting the pay
ment of invoices against the United States arising from use of the United States
Government National Credit Card (SF-149), Presently, oil companies are re
q.uired to submit along with the company·s invoice signed "delivery tickets" (i.e.•
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credit card charge receipts) from persons who use SF-149 credit cards. The pro
posal wou1~ eliminatt> the requirement that charge receipts be submitted with

--company billing.. As explained below, we cannot endorse eliminating the re
quirement for oil companies to obtain and preserve adequate documentation of
the we of company supplies or services (whether pa!",r or electromagnetic)
which serves the function presently served by signed paper delivery tickets.
J:Jevertheless, so long as the government's interests are adequately protected,
the oil cumpanies may be permitted, in the exercise of sound discretion, to adopt
technological alternatives to the traditional paper delivery ticket system.

The SF-149 Program'

The SF-149 is a credit card issued bi GSA which may be used by authorized
government officials and employees to make credit purchases of fuel, supplies,
and services (lbr government vehicles engaged on official business) from com
mercial oil company retailers who participate in a series of procurement con
tracts issued and administered by the Defense Fuel Supply Center (DFSC). 41
C.F.R. § 101-26.406-1 (1983). The standard terms of the DFSC contracts presently
provide that the oil companies are entitled to be paid "upon submission of
proper invoices for supplies and/or services rendered and ~ccepted." DFSC Bul
letin DSA600-3.33, Clause No. LI59(a). When submitted, the contractors' in
voices must be accompanied by "delivery receipts" (traditionally paper docu
ments) which show: name and address of the service station and date of deliv
erYi item, quantity, and grade of product, other supplies or service delivered;
unit price with extended totals; license tag or identification number of the vehi
cle; and signature of the credit card user, acknowledging receipt of delivery.
Clause No. LI58(a).

The Oil Company Proposal

GSA's submission states:

The DFSC has notified us [GSA} that the Exxon Company, and other major petroleum suppliers,
intend to automate th~ processing of credit card transactions. The installation bf electronic termi
nals, at selected service stations, will allow for an on line electronic processing of credit card trans
actions to a contractor Credit Card Center. Within the system, a delivery ticket mayor may not be
provided depending on the type of terminal in use at the service station. When available, the origi
nal ticket will be given to the purchaser, and a copy retained by the seller. No paper ticket will be
sent to the CrOOit Cord Center, nor will any deliuery tickets be furnished with the Contracto1'8' in
voices.

Heretofore, in accordance with established government contract payment provjsic:ns, the credit card
receipt has served as a receiving report. Since the delivery tickets will no longer be auailable for
inclusion with Contracto1'8' invoices. the Exxon Company has specifically asked that the delivery
ticket submission requirement be amended for future service station contracts. [Italic supplied.)

Consequently, DFSC asked GSA whether it (or other agencies) would object to
elimination from future SF-149 program contracts of the requirements for ob
taining and submitting paper delivery tickets. GSA, in turn, asked whether

1 This program is describ<!d In greater detail In 64 Comp. Gen. ~37 (1985).
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GAO would object to the payment of oil company invoices under those circum
stances. In order to better understand and resolve GSA's questions, we informal
ly consulted with the GSA and DFSC staff who administer the SF-149 program.

Discussion

When settling oil company credit card claims or demands against the United
States, auditing program operations, or prosecuting unauthorized or fraudulent
credit card claims, the government needs to be able to satisfy itself, based on
the "documents" which evidence those transactions, that an authorized individ
ual used a valid card to properly service or supply an official vehicle engaged on
official business. 64 Camp. Gen. 337 (/9851. In this regard, the government's ac
counting officers have long held that claims for payment of supplies or services
sold to the government must be accompanied by evidence of delivery to or ac
ceptance by an apprvpriate government official of the goods or services at
issue. 2 An early application of this rule to oil company credit card transactions
may be found in A-49009, Nov. 24, 1950, in which tbis Office advised an oil com
pany that:

... an invoice or bill in summary form signed and certified to by the vendor, or an authorized
representative, nnd supported by the original or copy of the delivery tickets bearing the signatures
of the individuals making the purchases. properly executed as to unit prices and taxes, will meet
with th£! audit requirements of this Office.

Consistent with this longstanding rule, DFSC's previous oil company contracts
have required service station operators to obtain and submit to the government
copies of signed paper "delivery tickets." Clause No. LI58(a). However, Exxon
and other companies now wish to use "electronic terminals" which, GSA under
stands, "mayor may not" result in the creation of signed delivery tickets. More
over, GSA understands that even if the new systems do provide delivery tickets
to lhe purchasers. "no paper ticket will be senl to the Credit Card Center, nor
will any delivery tickets be furnished with [those companies's] invoices."

As a general principle. we conclude that GSA and DFSC (as the administrators
of the SF-149 program) have the discretion to allow the oil companies to take
advantage of new technologies. At the same time, however, we also conclude
that, before the government agrees to significant changes to the SF-149 pr()
gram, such as eliminating the requirement for oil companies to obtain and
submit paper delivery tickets. it is absolutely essential that GSA and DFSC
assure that the government's audit requirements and other interests in this
area will be adequately protected. Putting it another way, before agreeing to
any significant change, GSA and DFSC must determine whether implementing
the proposal would unreasonably interfere with or eliminate auditing and ac
counting controls and procedures which arc necessary to protect the govern
ment's interests in the SF-149 program.

~ £.1:., 3rd Ed. Digest Dec. Seeond C'-omp. at Ga. Pura. 4,J5 11869) Irlj 23 Second Comp. Dl'C. 221) {re 23 Comp. Dec.
2211; Digest Dec. Comp. 243 (19021 Ire 7 MS Comp. Dec. 1225) and 8 MS Compo Dec. 570,
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Based largely upon the suggestions and comments made by the GSA and DFSC
staff during our informal consultations, it is our view that, whatever changes
are made by GSA and DFSC, the following types of auditing and accounting
controls and procedures should be retained in the SF-149 program, unless DFSC
and GSA properly determine that other controls or procedures would adequate
ly assure that the transactions billed are proper:

(1) There should be adequate "documentationJl (whether on paper, or through
some acceptable electromagnetic or other means) that the government, through
its agent, officer, or employee, received the goods or services for which the gov
ernment is being billed. This "documentation" will normally include (Al the
number of the credit card used; (B) the identification number of the vehicle
serviced or supplied; (e) the date of transactionj CD) the purchased item, quanti
ty, grade or product, supplies, services, etc.; (El the unit and tetal "rice; (Fl the
service station at which the transaction occurred; (GJ an acknowledgement,
whether express or implied, by the credit card user of (i) receipt of the goods or
services billed and (Ii) the particular details listed above; (H) the credit card
user's identity in the form of the user's name, or some other identifier of the
user (such as the user's social security or government identification number),
and the presence of the user's signature or some other mark, symbol, device, or
confidential code number which is unique to the user and thereby proves the
user's participation in the transaction.

(2) Invoices submitted by oil companies under the SF-149 program, whether in
the form of paper or some electromagnetic medium, should be required to speci
fy for each transaction billed, if reasonably possible, the user's identity, the
credit card number, the vehicle identification number, the dak of the purchase,
and the transaction price, as well as the service station where the purchase oc
curred.

(3) If an oil company does not submit to the government along with its invoices
its portion of the "documentation" described in paragraph (1), the company
should be required to preserve that documentation for a period of time which is
consistent with applicable retention schedules by some acceptable and legible
means which facilitates ready access, location, and examination of either par
ticular transactions, or particular groups of transactions ret,rievable in the fol
lowing categories: (A) purchaser, (B) vehicle identification number, (C) credit
card number, (0) service station, (E) date of transaction, and (F) any other cate
gories which DFSC and GSA find desirable.

(4) The oil company should be required to provide to the government, within a
reasonable period of time, any documentation requested by the government.

(5) Agencies should be required to establish and follow satisfactory auditing and
accounting controls and procedures which are calculated to assure the reliabil~

ity of invoices submitted to the government and records maintained by the oil
companies (including, for example, the preservation of documentation, and the
fact and authenticity of the transactions billed to the governmentl.
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We are aware that there are emerging technologies in the credit card industry,
and various configurations of those technologies. We do not present the preced
ing listing as an absolutely rigid formula from which there may be no deviation
under any of the technological variations. If anything is rigid, it is the overall
responsibility of those administering the program to assure that the payment
system used adequately protects the government's interests. Any payment
system must provide reasonable assurances that the government is being asked
to pay only that which it is properly obligated to pay, and must include the ca
pability of verification through audit. Within this broad prescription, the precise
details of the payment system to be used under a given technology are to be
worked out in the first instance by the agencies responsible for administering
the program. Under any system, the primary question is not whether some par
ticular piece of information is included or how it is recorded, but whether that
system, in relation to the technology, is reasonably adequate to meet the gov
ernment's objectives.

In addition, we strongly recommend to GSA and DFSC that the SF-149 program
be modified to require credit card users to tender their government "ID" along
with the SF-149, so that the station operator can verify the name and official
stetus of the credit card user. In this regard, this Office has observed on several
occasions that:

.. . The possession of h cp'·dit card. or of the official car identified thereon, in itself alone, does not
justify an extension of credit to the bearer as a representative of the Unit...<>d States, The service
station employees to whom such cards are presented should require competent evidence as to the iden
tity and official status of the persOmJ holding them, All Federal employees authorized to use official
cars and purchase gasoline and oil on the credit of the Government have available means of readily
establishing these facts. 64 Comp. Gen. 337, 342 (1985) [Italic supplied.] quoting, 23 Comp. Gen. 582,
583 (1944\ and 32 Camp. Gen. 524, 525 (1954).

Since the government will not pay for SF-149 transactions made by unauthor
ized users, 3 it is Cl""rly consistent with the best interests of both the govern
ment and the oil companies to implement these requirements and recommenda
tions.

In summary, DFSC and GSA have the discretion to allow oil companies to take
advantage of new technologies, including the elimination of paper delivery tick·
ets, so long as the government's interests in settling claims, conducting audits,
and litigating false and fraudulent claims are otherwise adequately protected.

:l E.g.• 64 Comp. Gen. 337, .~/lPro.
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ProcUring agency which mi&cl8S8i.fies adverlu-ement in the Commerce Busiru!BS Daily (CBD) has
failed to effectively notify firma most likely k! respond to fl pending procurement and. therefore,
violated the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984 (CIeAl requirements to obtain fun and open
competition.

Matter of: Vrank Thatcher Associates, Inc.
Frank Thatcher Associates, Inc., protests the' procedures followed by the Forest
Service, United States Department of Agriculture, in soliciting proposals to con
duct a microwave feasibility study under request for propossls (RFP) No. R3-87
30. Thatcher maintains that it Wl\8 excluded from competition due to misclassifi
cation in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD) of the notice advertising this pr()
curement. We agree, since the misclasaified notice failed to effectively notify
those firms most capable of responding to this procurement such that the Forest
Service failed to obtain "full and open competition" as required by the Competi
tion in Contracting Act of 1984 (CICA). The protest is therefore sustained.

Congress has statutorily mandated that agencies notify potential offerors of
pending procurements through publication of an announcement in the CBD. 15
U.S.C. § 637(e) (Supp. ill 1985); 41 U.s.C. § 416 (Supp. ill 1985). The regulations
implementing those statutes require that the agency must specify the appropri
ate classification under which the CBD notice will be published. Federal Acqui
sition Regulation, 48 C.F.R. § 5.207 (1986).

Here, the request for contract action on which the CBD notice was based called
for a feasibility study to develop specifications for procurement of the nllcr()
wave portion of national forest radio systems. The Forest Service stetes that a
procurement clerk handling the request incorrectly concluded that equipment
would be purchased under the planned solicitation. Accordingly, the clerk re
quested that the notice advertising the procurement be published in the CBD in
the section headed "Supplies, Equipment and Material." The notice appeared in
the CBD on May 8, 1987. The Forest Service acknowledges that the notice was
misclassified and should have been published in the CBD section headed "Serv
ices."

The Forest Service issued the RFP on June 26, 1987 and established a closing
date of July 27. Thatcher indicates that it did not learn of the pending procure
ment until after the closing date.

Thatcher bases its protest on the fact that it is a consulting engineering compa
ny which only provides professional services, not supplies, equipment or materi
al. As such, it does not review all CBD notices published daily, since a typical
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copy of the publication has more than 60 pages and 1,200 notices. Thatcher
argues that, due to the misclassification, it and other consulting firms were not
notified of the pending procurement and thus were precluded from submitting
proposals.

In responding to the protest, the Forest Service argues that, despite the misclas·
sification, the protest should be denied because the misclassification was inad
vertent, adequate competition was obtained,l and award was made at a reasona~

ble price. The Forest Service relies on decisions of our Office- decided prior to
CICA-in which we denied protests concerning misclassified CBP notices where
the agency attempted to notify offerors, there was no deliberate attempt to ex
clude the protester, and award was made at a reasonable price. E.g., Morris
Guralnick Associates, Inc. B-214751.2, Dec. 3, 1984, 84-2 CPD n597 (concerning a
virtually identical situation where a CBD notice for a services contract was im~

properly classified under "supplies, equipment and material" instead of H serv_
ices "); Hartridge Equipment Corporation, B-209061, Mar. I, 1983, 83-1 CPD n
207. As discussed below, enactment of CICA has placed a greater burden on
agencies to take positive, effective steps towards ensuring that all responsible
sources are permitted to compete.

Since April I, 1985, the effective date of CICA, agencies have been required to
Hobtain full and open competition through the use of competitive procedures."
41 U.S.C. § 253(aXI)(A) (Supp. III 1985). "Full ar,d open competition" is dermed
as meaning that "all responsible sources are permitted to submit sealed bids or
competitive proposals on the procurement." 41 U.S.C. §§ 259(c) and 403(7) . The
legislative history of CICA reveals that Congress established "full and open"
competition as the newly required standard because of its "strong belie[f] that
the procurement process should be open to all capable contractors who want to
do business with the government." [Italic supplied.] R.R. Rep. No. 861, 98th
Cong., 2d Sess. 1422 (1984). In view of this clear statement of the government's
policy and the clear expression of Congress' intent that a new procurement
standard-"full and open" competition-will govern, our Office must give care
ful scrutiny to the allegation that potential offerors have not been provided an
opportunity to compete for a particular contract. Dan's Moving & Storage. Inc.,
B-222431, May 28, 1986, 86·1 CPD n496; Trans World Maintenance, Inc., 65
Comp. Gen. 401 (19861, 86-1 CPD n239.

Our Office has held that under CICA, an agency's failure to synopsize pending
procurements in the CBD in a manner reasonably expecred to provide potential
offerors with actual notice of the pending procurement violates CICA's require
ment to obtain full and open competition. Pacific Sky Supply, Inc., B-225420,
Feb. 24, 1987,87-1 CPD n206; Reference Technology, Inc., B-222487, Aug. 4, 1986,
86-2 CPD n 141. Specifically, in Reference Technology, we considered a situation
where an agency published a CBD notice omitting certain specific items to be
procured. In that case, the protester, and firms like it, had no reason to know of
the pending acquisition of ,he omitted items since those firms produced only the

I Solicitation packages were mailed to firms on the agency's mailing list as well n.8 firma specifically requesting
the material. A total of 51 solicitations were mailed and 6 offers were received.
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omitted items, and not the items publicized. We concluded that despite the
agellCY's good faith effort to publicize the procurement, it had not complied with
CICA's requirement to obtain full and open competition.

SimilarlYi we beHeve that here, due to the misclassification, the Forest Service
failed to effectively notify and solicit those firms most likely to respond to the
solicitation, that is, those firms specializing in providing the type of services the
Forest Service sought. In situations such as this, CICA requires an agency to go
beyond mere attempted notification of potential offerors. Under CICA, an
agency must take positive, effective steps towards ensuring that all responsible
sources are permitted to compete, and may not justify its failure to succeed by
relying on its efforts rendered ineffective by its own mistakes. Further, in this
instance, the Forest Service could have easily verified whether the CBD notice
was properly published ar. .:J taken corrective action prior to issuance of the
RFP, since the misclassified notice appeared on May 8, and the RFP was not
issued until June 26.

Accordingly, we conclude that in causing the misclassification of the CaD
notice, the Forest Service failed to effectively n,·tify that segment of potential
offerors most likely to respond, and thereby vioJ.ated CICA's requirement to
obtain ful! and open competition.

The protest is sustained.

We are unable to recommend resolicitation of this procurem~nt since we under
stand that the contract has been substantially performed.' As a result we find
that Thatcher is entitled to recover its costs of filing and pursuing this protest.
4 C.F.R. § 21.6(e). The protester should file its claim for costs directly with the
contracting agency. 4 C.F.R. § 21.6<0.

B-220542, et aI., November 16, 1987
Civilian Personnel
Travel
• Bonuses
••Acceptance
••• Propriety
Five AID employees traveling on official business participated in airline frequent flyer programs
nnd earned fTee tickets which they used for personal travel. AID found the employees liable for the
value of the tickets used and the employees appeal. Decisions of the Comptroller General ha"e eon·
sistently applied the rule that airline promotional mileage credits earned "n official travel may only
be used for official travel and may not be used by employees for personul travel. Thus, the employ·
ees are liable for the full value of the tickets. Erroneous advice of agency officials cannot defeat
application 1)[ the rule.

Z The Forest Service hll! provided our Office with ..... ritten notice of its determination that urgent and compelling
cin:umsLances existed which did not permit awaiting our decision on this matter. Accordingly, contract penonn
Dnce was begun, notwithSlnnding tho pendency of this protest, as permitted by statute aod regulation. 31 U.s.c. §
3553ld1l21 ,Supp. III 1985~ >1 C.F.R. § 21Alb1l21' 19871.
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C.ivililin Personnel
·Travel
-.~nuses
_._ Acceptance
•••Propriety

The rule requiring an employee to account for airline promotional material earned on official travel
applies to benefitB such as accommodation upgrades to business class or first class when they are
obtained in exchange for mileage credits. Therefore. an employee may not exchange mileage credits
for accommodation upgrades absent authorization or approval by the appropriate agency official. 63
Comp. Gen. 229 (1984) clarified. The restrictions on the use of first-class lravel contained in FTR
para. 1-3.3d now apply to upgrades obtained in exchange for mileage credits. but could be revised in
order to maximize the integration of airline incentive programs into agency travel plans. Collection
of the value of th~ unauthori.ted or unapproved upgrades used prior to this decision is not required.

Matter of: Michael Farbman, et al.-Personal Use of Airline
Promotional Material

Five employees of the Agency for Internl\tional Development (AID) appeal that
agency's determination that they are liable for the use for personal travel of
airline promotional mileage credits earned on official travel. The appeals are
denied and the employees remain liable for the value of the personal trips, not·
withstanding that such use was approved by agency officials and that the em
ployees may have used the airline mileage credits prior to learning of regula
tory and decisional authorities prohibiting such use.

Each of the five AIl) employees utilized airline milea~e credits earned on offi
cial government travel to obtain free airline tickets for themselves, and in sev
eral cases their dependents, for personal travel. The trips that the employees or
members of their families took and the amounts of the resulting indebtedness
are as follows:

Michael Farbman: Indebted for $2,070 representing the value of tickets issued
to Susan Farbman for travel from Washington, D.C., to San Juan, Puerto Rico,
and return during September 1983.

Martin J. Forman: Indebted for $6,020 representing the value of tickets issued
for the travel of his daughter from Washington, D.C., to Nairobi, Kenya, and
return in October 1984; the travel of his wife from Washington, D.C., to Geneva
and return in February 1985; and the travel of his wife from Washington, D.C.,
to Geneva and Rome and return during February 1986.

Leo L. LaMotte: Indebted for $5,592 representing the value of tickets issued for
his and his wife's travel from Washington, D.C., to Tokyo, Hong Kong and
Singapore, and return during December 1983.

John 1. McKigney: Indebted for $2,764.77 representing the value of tickets
issued to Mrs. John McKigney for travel from Washington, D.C., to Tokyo,
Singapore, and Hong Kong and return during October and November 1983.
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Eugene S: Staples: Indebted for $2,274.90 representing the value of tickets
isS~ed. to Suzanne Staples for travel from Washington, D.C., to Tokyo and
Manila and return during August 1983.

These employees' use of the airline promotional awards was discussed in our
report ''Use of Airline Bonus Awards by AID Employees," NSIAJ).86-217, E
220542, September 26, 1986.

The AID employee. contend that they should not be held liuble for the value of
the personal trips. Although based on slightly different premises, the essence of
each employee's argument is that he was unaware of the prohibition against
personal use of airline mileage credits earned on official travel and that he
acted in good faith. Messrs. LaMotte and Staples state that they consulted AID's
Office of the General Counsel and other agency officials before converting the
airline mileage credits to th.eir personal use and were advised that it would not
be contrary to AID policy to accept free travel since AID would not be able to
use the tick.ts. AID supports the employees, contending that the rules regard
ing the use :>f airline promotional material were unclear at the time the travel
was performed.

While we do not question the good faith of the AID employees or the agency, we
cannot agree that their lack of knowledge provides a basis for not holding them
liable for personal use of promotional benefits earned on government travel. A
brief review of the history of the applicable rule shows that the prohibition
against an employee's use of airline mileage credits for personal travel has been
applied consistently by this Office to prohibit such use. The basis for the rule
was stated in a July IS, 1981 decision, Gifts or Prizes Acquired in the Caurse of
Official Travel Assignments, E-199656 (quoting from the digest):

It is a fundamental Tule of law that a Federal employee is obligated to account for any gift, gratu~
ity, or benefit received from private sourtes incident to the performance of official duty· ••.

That decision applied the rule to airline promotional programs. Specifically, we
held that employees may not retain any half-fare coupon or hom", point or simi
lar item of value which is only awarded incident to and on the basis of the pur
chase of an airline ticket used for official travel.

The rule has been applied to prohibit employees' personal use of airline mileage
Ci.:r;dlts earned on official travel despite ever-changing airline prnmotional pro
grams. Thus, in Diswunt Coupons alld Other Benefits Received in tM Course of
Official Trave~ 63 Comp. Gen. 229 (1984), we held that employees could not use
travel bonuses for personal travel even if the government was unable to take
advantage of the promotional award prior to its expiration. 63 ('..amp. Gen. 229,
at 232 (Answer In Question 4).

In a companion decision we applied the rule to deny an employee's personal use
of a promotional travel award even if the government was unable to use the
award because the airline programs limited in ~ome fashion the transferability
of the award. John D. McLaurin, 63 Compo Gen. 233 (1984). The most recent re
statement of the rule is perhaps the most ~uccinct-_HGovernment coupons [that
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is, coupons earned on official travel] should be used for Government purposes
only' • '." Phillip E. Trickett, B-224054, March 17, 1987.

As can be seen, the rule ~ been unaffected by variations in the conditions or
terms of an airline promotional program. Because our decisions in this area
have followed the long-existing rules and regulations against personal use of
promotional material, we have held employees liable for the value of the ben..
fits received regardless of when the travel was performed. Jof", D. McLaurin,
supra. In that case, we required the employee to pay the full value of the bonUs
tickets used even though the tickets were used prior to our Discount Coupons
decision.

Each AID employee contends that he was unaware of the prohibition and that
he acted in good faith in utilizing the gover~rnent-ewned mileage credits.
Messrs. Staples and LaMotte also note that they obtained agency approval to
utilize the mileage credits for personal use. Enforcement of the laws and regula
tions governing the employment of federal government employees canllot be
contingent upon knowledge of Buch rules by the affected employees. Neith.er the
erroneous advice or authorization of an official nor the lack of knowledge of the
rule create a right where one does not otherwise exist. See, e.g., Riva Fralick, 64
Comp. Gen. 472 (1985); Reimbursement for Relocation Expenses, 54 Comp. Gt>n.
747 (1975). Thus, the erroneous advice provided by AID officials to M<'S8rs. Sta
ples and LaMotte to the effect that the personal use of the travel bonuses was
not objectionable cannot defeat application of this rule.

In sum, the rule prohibiting the use for personal travel of bonus mileage credits
earned on official travel has been applied clearly and consistently in our deci·
sions. There is, however, one area of uncertainty in our prior decisions concem~

ing airline promotional benefits-the use of mileage credits earned on official
travel for accommodation upgrades. \Ve discussed and clarified this area in our
1986 report "Use of Airline Bonus Awards by AID Employees," supra. While not
pertinent to the cases of the five AID employees before us now, we will take the
opportunity to reiterate that clarification here.

Our 1986 report identified several instances in which AID employees had used
bonus mileage credits which otherwise could have counted toward free trips in
order to upgrade their accommodations on official travel from economy class to
either business class or first class. This use of bonus mileage credits for accom
modation upgrades was based on the employees' and AID's interpretation of a
portion of our decision 63 Comp. Gen. 229, cited preYiously, which held:
•• • items such as free upgrade to first class, membership in executive clubs, and cheek<ashing
privil~es •• • could only be used by the employee and could not be used by the Government.
'I'hltrerol·e. we see no reason that these items could or should be turned over to the G<no'emmenL We
ulso hold that the employee may use such benefits because denying the employee- 8uch benefits
would serve uo purpose. 63 ('...amp. Gen. 229, at 232 (Answer to QUefltion 3).

As indicated, this holding dealt only with "free" accommodation upgrades ~d
other promotional benefits which could have no value to the government. The
1984 decisior. did not specifically address the redemption of mileage credits. for
program benefiw such as accommodation upgrades, nor was it our intent to give
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" 'employees" t1ieoption of redeaming mileage credits for tbis purpose witbout gov

ernment'·apProval. Allowing ert.ployees to use mileage credits for accommoda
tio", U~iide8 Witliout goven:ment approval would conflict with the general
rUle ilrourJine of decisions dating back to B-199656, July 15, 1981, and with the
General'serVices Administra.tion (GSA) regulations which hold that all bonus
mm,'age ,earned as a result of official travel becomes the property of the United
states Government and must be accounted for by employees. Thus, the GSA
rOguiations, 41 C.F.R § 101-25.103-2 (1986), citing our 1981 decision, state in
pOrt:

(a) i\U promotional materials (e.g., bonus flights, reduced-fare coupons, ~h. merchandise. gifts,
credits toward: futtne free or reduced C06ts of services or goods, etc.) received by employees in con
jUnCtion-Wit.h:of'ficial travel and based on the purchase of a ticket or etI-.er services (e,g. car rental)
8~·properlY considered to be due the Government and may not be retained by the employee.•••

(bj PromQtional coupone that provide fot Cuture free or reduced costs of services (travel) should be
integi'ated into the agency travel plans to maximize the benefits to the Government. •••

Consistent with these principles, the rule prohibiting government employees
from converting airline promotional items earned on official travel to their per·
sltnal use also appli"" where an accommodation upgrade is obtained in exchange
for bonus mileage credits. Therefore, employees must account for all mileage
credits and may not exchange them for accommodation upgrades or other bene
fits ab~.·~t.t authorization or approval. Currently, agency officials do not have au
thoril.j to permit the use of first class air accommodations except as provided in
the GSA regulations. However, there is no statutory restriction on employees
using first class accomr _odations. See 5 U.S.C. § 5731 (1982). As a matter of
policy, GSA has restricted the use of first class aitline accommodations to the
conditions set forth in paragraph 1-3.3:1 of the Fedel'al Travel Regulations. In
our view, GSA could amend its regulations to permit redemption of airline mile
age credits to upgrade government purchased tickets to first class as part of a
plan to maximize the integration of these incentive programs into ellency travel
pI""". This would not only provide agencies with flexibility .,', efficiently
manage their travel programs, but would also allow agencies to pI 0"' an in
centive to their employees to particil'ate in frequent flyer programs for the ben
efit of the government.

Finally, because the restrictions on the use of bonus mileage credit for accom
modation upgrades had not been addressed specifically in our prior decisions,
and in view of the practical difficulties of identifying airline tickets that have
been upgraded, we will not require agencies to collect the value of unauthorized
accommodation upgrades used prior to the date of this decision.
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B-228910, November 16, 1987
Procurement
Competitive Negotiation
fiB Requests for Proposals
1111 Evaluation Criteria
• alii Subcriteria
1111 11811 nisclosur~
Protest challenging technical evaluation of proposal on ground that evaluation panel improperly'
relied on undisclosed evaluation factor if~ dismissed as academic where, after protest was filed, con
tracting agency reevaluated proposal bused solely on the evaluation factors set out in the solicita·
tion. Challenge to reevaluation is denied since there is no indication that it was based on undi&
closed evaluation factor protesteTllleged was used. by initial evaluation panel. Use of same ev&Ua
tion panel to conduct both evallladon.6 is not sufficient to call into question the validity of the re
evaluation where there is no eVIdence of biM, bad faith or other improper conduct on the part ofthe
evaluators.

Matter af: American Express Bank Ltd.

American Express Bank Ltd. protests the award of a contract to Merchants Na
tional Bank of Indianapolis under request for proposals (RFP) No. ~A903-8g.
R-1000, issued by the Army for military banking services. We dismiSs the pro
test in part and deny it in part.

According to the Army, the military banking program was created in 1942 to
allow American fmancial institutions to offer banking services similar to thoee
offered in American banks to military personnel and Department of Defense ci
vilians stationed overseas and their dependents. The RFP, issued on January 20,
1987, called for offers to provide the personnel, supplies and equipment neces·
sary to operate military banking facilities in specified locations overseas. Offers
under the RFP could be submitted on any combination of five line items, each
covering a specified geographic area. Only two firms, American Express and
Merchants, submitted initial proposals by the May 14 due date.

The RFP called for award of a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract to the responsible of
feror whose offer was determined to be the best overall response, defined as the
technically superior proposal with a realistic estimated cost. Section M-3 set out
three evaluation factors, two regarding technical considerations and one regard..
ing cost and fee, as follows:
(a) All technical proposals received will be evaluated in accordance with t,he evaluation factors listed
below in descending order of relative importance.

(l) Offeror's ability to efficiently handle all aspects of military banking operations. Significant areas
would include, but are not limited to, customer service, account penetration, staffing, methods of
operation, and expertise in managing foreign currencies.

(2) Offeror's inclusion of innovative ideas that may improve eervices or decrease costs or both as
detailed by plans or proposals to impro\:~ the quality, economy, or efficiency of the militarybankiDg
program and the cost implicatioD'3 of those plans or proposals.

(b) Total estimated cost and proposed fee by [line item], ...
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The RFP also specified that the first evaluation factor- ability to handle mili
tary banking operations-was worth more than the other two factors together,
and thus was the most important of the three factors.

After a review of the initial proposals, the evaluation panel prepared a position
paper for each offeror to establish a basis for discussions. Discussions with the
offerors then were held in both June and July, with each round followed by the
submission of best and final offers (BAFOs). On August 11, the Army called for
a third round of revised BAFOs, to be submitted by August 13. The Army later
decided that further discussions were required regarding the management fees
proposed by the offerors. Discussions on that topic were held with Merchants in
mid-August; American Express declined the opportunity for further discussions.
Both offerors then submitted their final BAFOs before the August 20 due date.

Based on the final BAFOs, the evaluation panel gave Merchants a higher score
than American Express on each of the three evaluation factors in the RFP (abil
ity to operate the program, innovation, and cost/fee); Merchants' total score was
approximately 25 percent higher than American Express' score. By memo dated
August 20, the panel recommended that award be made to Merchants based on
its higher score. Following a debriefing on its proposal by the chairman of the
technical evaluation panel on August 28, American Express filed its protest
with our Office on August 31.

American Express challenged the evaluation performed on its proposal in
August, arguing that it was based on an evaluation factor, "United States retail
banking experience," that was not specified in the RFP and was not disclosed to
American Express during negotiations. American Express based its contention
on a statement made at the August 28 debriefing by the chairman of the techni
cal evaluation panel that "[als a wholesale bank, [American Express] does not
have the focus independent of contract resources needed to remain current in
the retail banking industry." As further support for its argument that retail
banking experience was used as an evaluation factor, American Express re
ferred to several technical subfactors set out in the evaluation guide developed
by the technical evaluation panel. For example, with regard to lIcustomer serv
ice," listed in the RFP as one of the significant areas to be considered in connec
tion with the most important technical factor, the panel's evaluation guide set
out four subfactors to be considered, including the:

[a]bility to survey new services in the retail banking industry to determine which are appropriate
for the {military banking program]. {Italic supplied.]

Further, since the evaluation guide listing the subfactors used by the evaluation
panel was not disclosed to American Express until the Army's report on the
protest, American Express in its comments on the report supplemented its pro
test with the contention that it was improper for the Army to rely on the sub
factors in the evaluation guide which related to retail banking without disclos
ing them to the offerors.

The Army takes issue with each objection American Express raises to the
August 20 evaluation of its proposal. The crux of the Army's position is that the
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·:~tt'q~~'~~'. . .
ff~~~i'~r;j 'of the evaililltioll shows that American Express' low score relative to
i~1;t.~e:rc~8¥~f,score uncl~.~ theprmcipall.echnical factor-abilit>: to handle all as
"~,,,/,I'l'Ctil.of~ibtary banking operations-was based not on Amerlcan Express' lack
."""'of{JriiiedSta~retail banking experience, but on weaknesses in. its ability, as a,>', W;l!ole8.;!e,bank', to remain cur.rent in the retail banking industry. Further, the
......_AriDy stares that iil the course of its legal review of the procurement after the
";,:.··Pr.i!test was' fiied, it questioned the use in the August 20 evaluation of certaiil
," "·.sutifactoi's (unrelatea to the allegedly undisclosed "retail banking" factor on
S' "'moh American Express bases its protest) which were not set out in the RFP.

, !iJ;" a result, the. evaluation panel was directed to reevaluate both proposals
based solely on the factors set out in the RFP. Under that reevalu~tion, dated
September 30, Merchants again received' a higher total score than American Ex
pre8e. although the difference between the SCores was reduced from 2S to is per
cent.

<. To the extent that American Express challenges the August 20 evaluation of its
Proposal, we find that the protest is academic and dismiss it since that evalua
tion w~ superseded by the September 30 reevaluation and thus no longer forms
the tiasis of the Army's decision to make award to Merchants. &e OM, Inc., B
226971, May 20, 1987, 87-1 CPD n 530. While iil describing the relief it sought iil
its initial submission, American Express itself listed a reevaluation of proposal.s
based on the evaluation factors in the RFP as one means of satisfying its objec
tions to the August 20 evaluation, American Express now argues that the re
evaluation cannot cure the alleged defects in the August evaluation because it
was performed by the same evaluation paneL We do not agree that the use of
the same panel, standing alone, taints the reevaluation, and in the absence of
any evidence of bias, bad faith or other improper conduct on the part of the
evaluators, we see no basis to question the objectivity of validity of the reevalua
tion and we deny this aspect of the protest.

Further, we deny the protest to the extent that American Express objects to the
reevaluation on the ground that, like the August evaluation, it improperly was
based on an undisclosed evaluation factor or subfactors relating to retail bank
ing experience. The Artny states and the record shows that the reevaluation
WDJ! based solely on the evaluation factors set out in the RFP; there is no indi.ca
tion that "United States retail banking experience," the alleged evaluation
factor on which American Express bases its protest, was used. Siilce there is no
evidence that the Army's alleged reliance on retail banking experience as an
evaluation factor recurred in the September 30 reevaluation, and since Ameri
can Express raised no other' objections to it, we see no basis to challenge the
reevaluation.

The protest is dismissed in part and denied in part.

", "-,\
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~22~11;~226~, ~ovelRber 17, 1987
Appropriations/Fiiuineial ManagelRent
ApPropriation Ayallollilily
• ~'Ariliablllly

••Neceilary..Expen... Rule
Aiency e:lpendil~~~,r:e for seaSonal decorations as necessary expen&e8 may be properly payable where
purchue is consiti"{mt with work-related objectives, agency or other applicable regulatiol18, and the
qen,cy mislion, an,,),is not primarily fot' the personal convenience or satisfaction of a government
employee. Agency mln also determine that seasonal decorations are appropriate in light of conm
tutional consideratiob.t~GAO adviae8 agencies to establish guidelines to prevent abuse in this area.
52 Comp. Gen. 504. (197i~is overruled and 60 Comp. Gen. 580 (l981J is modified to conform with this,-_._.-_D.

Matter of: Dep,.nlReLt of State & General Serviees AdlRinistration
SeasOnal Deeorations
This is in response to two ,separate requests from certifying officers from the
Department of State and fri-m the General Services Administration (GSA), for
advance decisions regarding ;':he propriety of certifying for payment vouchers
for seasonal decorations. These·.<:ase8 provide us with an opportunity to redefine
our position on the recurring is,''Ue of whether the cost of seasonal decorations
for government offices is an ex~~se properly payable from appropriated funds.
These two requests are fundament;>Uy similar and are brietly described below.
For the reasons that follow, we con:'Iude that appropriated funds may be used
for seasonal office decorations.

Background

8·226011

The authorized certifying officer of the Financial Management Center in Bonn,
West Germany for the Department of State asks our decision concerning the
permissibility of certifying a reimbursement voucher for payment totaling
$65,00 for Christmas decorations for the Embassy. Previous State Department
guidance issued to all diplomatic and consular posts concluded that expendi
tures for seasonal decorations were permissible nec, ary expenses based upon
two basic justifications: (1) the need to represent the seasonal traditions and
customs of the United Stales; and (2) the need to create a pleasant and dignified
atmosphere for the officials or guests who frequent the posts for personal or
professional business. The State Department guidance specifically limited such
expenditures to public area decorating. Although the submission was not clear,
it would appear that the State Department "Acquisition and Maintenance of
Buildings Abroad" appropriation is the intended source of funds.
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t}':An, !'ut!>0rized certifying officer for GSA asks our decision ~arding the permiB
~}"oibilitYof'Certifying three vouchers for payment, representative of a large
,&,"numlier of unpaid vouchers for va-',us seasonal decorations, including poinaet
~iti8s~'",eno~ candelabra and Christmas trees. The justification implicit in this
E;!J~lie8t;is to pr<ivi~e a pleasant working atmosphere in federal office buildings.
'[?;EXpendit~ are to be charged to the Federal Building .Fund, Real Property
:9Piir~tions ac~ivity under the authority of 41 C.F.R. § 101'26.103-2 which ap

i.':PrOV~ the expenditure of funds for the decoration of federal buildings under a,,'plan.
f;~;" :-' .
!of,""'.' ~
StDiseu88ion

,f?i-Ieither of the agency functions represented here have appropriations which
;.;;-';:sp\!cifically provide funds for the purchase of seasonal decorations. Therefore, it
;';~',is nec, ' sry in order to pay these expenses that they be determined to consti
(i.'.tote:lie<: '.ry expenses for the agency in question. Our Office has viewed
(',"DoY·expenditures for decorative items to be neceasary where the purchase is
, .ConsiStent with work-related objectives and the agency mission, and is not pri
t ,m~y for the personal convenience or personal sa~faction of a government

employee. 64 Comp. Gen. 796 (1985) and 63 Comp. Gen. 110 (1983). TraditionallY,
we have allowed office decorations or improvements in public areas where they
would contribute to a pleasant working atmosphere, thus improving morale arid
efficiency. 60 Comp. Gen. 580 (1981).

" We have. however. objected to the purchase of decorations which are seasonal
and not for permanent lise. See 60 Comp. Gen. 580. suprq. In 52 Co~p; Gen. 504
(1973), we concluded that use of appropriated funds for purchasUtg seasonal

, decorations was not authorized. We informed the Bureau of CUstoma. that pro
viding Christmas decorations for government offices had no direct connecti9n
with. and was not essential to, the carrying out of the stated general PurPoBe
for which the funds were appropriated. We rejected the age'1cy's arJrun1e~tthat
the seasonal decorations were similar to ordinary office improvements (9'" per
manent use.

" We have reviewed our reasoning in these cases and now see no !lasia. for CQ.n
• tinning to follow Our general prohibition against the use of appropnaied:'fwids
,0>' for"purchasing seasonal decorations. We think that if the same ,standards are
; ii..!d in judging the permissibility of expenditures for ~1'J!laneiit~o!fi~deCora
-i': tions as for seasonal decorations, it is difficult to expIBiit'wli).:the:i'esult should
·;.tum on the relative life of the decoration. Therefore; 'agency eXPenditureS'Cor
::' .seasonal decorations as necessary expenses may. ·be:?i>l'OPerIY. payable;where the
. purchase is consistent with "",or!<-rehite<i objeetiv.... agency orothe..··appli<;alile

.regulations. and the agency m~ion, and is not l'rimarilY for the Peisoll81 can
verti.ence or satisfaction ofa governmenteniployee.~i"

POPS8

.... : ~..~ ...
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We think seasonal decorations of the kind described are not subject to the objec
tions we still have to sending Christmas cards on behalf of certain agency offi
cials at public expense. These are basically individual good will gestures and are
not part of a general effort to improve the work environment. See 64 Comp.
Gen. 382 (1985).

In the present cases most of the expenditures are, except for the prohibition for
seasonal decorations, the type of expenditures we have allowed as being consist
ent with work-related objectives such as the improvement of morale and effi
ciency. However, the nature of BOrne of these decorations raise possible constituw

tional issues which also must be addressed in determining the appropriateness
of these expenditures. For example, GSA's request includes vouchers for meno
rah candelabra. We caution agencies to be sensitive to the possibility that the
display of certain seasonal decorations which are primarily religious in charac
ter could be viewed as an endorsement of religion lacking any clearly secular
purpose and might therefore be challenged as government conduct prohibited
by the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.

Even if the display of religious symbols was found by a court not to be constitu
tionally objectionable,l the purch""e of such symbols with public funds may
prove offensive to some employees or visitors to the agency. Agencies must be
sensitive to the concerns in determining where the line must be drawn, beyond
which the display of a seasonal decoration would be inappropriate.

We urge each agency to establish administrative guidelines to prevent abuse of
its newly sanctioned discretion to purchase seasonal decorations. We think BUCb.
guidelines should address issues such as: (1) the purchase of seasonal decora·
tions for private office areas, (2) the purchase of religiously siguificant seasonal
decorations, and (3) any other purchase which is inconsistent with the agency's
primary authority to enhance the work environment.

In summary, vouchers for seasonal decorations may be paid if the concerned
agency determines administratively that the costs in question are necessary ex
penses, and that such seasonal decorations are appropriate in light of the above
concerns. Our decision in 52 Compo Gen. 504 is hereby overruled and 60 Comp.
Gen. 580 is modified to conform to the result in this case.

I &e, e.g.. Lynch, Mayor of Pawtucket v. Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668 (1984).
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Matte'r of: United States Information Arency
The General Counsel of the United States Information Agency (USIA) has re
quellted our opinion regarding the validity of certain "bartar agreements" en
tered into by the USIA with three radio programming syndicators. These agree
ments provide for the furnishing of radio programs by the syndicators to the
O~IA's Voi"" of America (VOA) service to Europe, at no cost to the USIA. Com
mercials of up to 6 minutes per hour may be included in the programs, at the
option of the syndicators, and the revenues generated as a result of the commer
cials would go to the syndicators.

For the reasons given below, we find that USIA has authority to accept dona
tions of radio programs from private syndicators for broadcast over VOA, and
that it is not unlawful that such donations are conditioned on the broadcast of
commercial advertising, We agree, however, with the USIA's General Counsel,
who raised a number of serious policy considerations which stem from the
broadcasting of commercial advertising, in a memorandUm dated December 11,
1986, addressed to the Director, VOA, for discussion purpoSes only.

Background

A key authority of the Director, USIA is the discl'E!tion to provide, when he
deems it appropriate, for the preparation and dissemination abroad' of informa
tion about the United States, its people and its policies. 22 U.S.C, § 1461 . VOA
is the global radio network of the USIA which seeks to further that USIA initi
ative through direct radio communication abroad. The USIA administers the
VOA program in accordance with the VOA chartar 'which provides the govern
ing principles of quality in VOA broadcasting. 22 U.S.C. § 1463 .,'Finally, USIA
has broad authority to acquire materials and equipment through purchase or
rental (22 U.S.C. § 1(72) or through donations of money, real or personal.proper
ty (22 U.S,C. § 2697) . This authority has been delegated to the Director, VOA,
Delegation Order No. 85-6, Oct. 31, 1985.

(67c.....Gen.)
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All three of the agreements entered into by USIA with the syndicators contein
_ntially the same provisions. The agreements provide thst the syndicators
may include commercial advertising in the donated programs which the syndi
cators hsve been paid to carry by the sponsors of such advertising. The syndica
tors are to retein all proceeds from the commercials included in the donated
programs. All programming and commercial content in the programs is subject
to the prior approval by VOA. VOA is to use its best efforts to broadcast pro
grams received at least once within 7 days of their receipt, and to verify such
broadcasts.

According to the submission, the programming involved consists primarily of
quality contemporary music along with some American sporting events. We are
informed thst without the contribution of these programs, VOA would be
unable to provide this type of programming because of the high cost of acquir
ing performing rights and packaging the programs. We have also been informed
that although the syndicators are permitted under the agreements to include
commercials, none of the programs provided thus far have included any com
mercials. We understand that one of the syndicators has specifically stated thst
it has no intention of including any commercials.

Legal Discussion

The statutory language referred to above gives the USIA broad diecretion in ad
ministering the VOA program and specifically in choosing the types of pro
grams for broadcast. There is also no question that <he USIA may accept gifts,
both unconditional and conditional, although accept.ance of conditional gifts
must be approved by the Director, USIA.' Moreover, We know of no statutory
prohibition in the VOA charter or any other legislation which would prohibit
VOA from broadcasting commercial advertising. Therefore, we conclude that
the Director, VOA has authority to accept a gift of programs for broadcast
abroad, and we cannot say that it is unlawful that the gift is conditioned on the
periodic broadcast of commercial advertising.

Polley Considerations

As the USIA General Counsel pointed out, "Federal policy, as distinct from Fed
eral law, has traditionally opposed or discouraged commercial advertising in
government publications and programs." We note that the Government Print
ing and Binding Regulations explicitly state that commercial advertising is not
an authorized function of the government. Boo Government Printing and Bind
ing Regulations, Joint Committee on Printing, U.S. Congress, Title m, sec. 13,
p. 13 (reprinted 1986). In the case of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
which has analogous functions, legislation has been enacted which specifically
prohibits public broadcast networks or stations from making their facilities

I Subeection (a) of 2Z U.s.C. § 2697 ufera to acceptance of gifts by the kretary of State. However, cublectiOD (0 of
that section confer'S the same authorities (:xel'ci5ed by the Settetary on ~ DirectoT of the USIA for bi8 apncy.
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;,,;\.0 aViillable'to broadcast commercial advertising. See 47 U.S.C. § 399b(bX2). These
',{;' ',¥tfictioDa appear to be based on concern that the publication of advertise
;f~: .""menta might provide an unfair commercial advantage to a particular private
:Ji::. 'fum by creating an impresaion that the government was endorsing that firm or
:~ ita product. The General Counsel alao suggesta that the government might be
"" a:een as.competing with private sector firms, the advertising content might dis-
c. tract the public from the mission of the agency, or, in 80me cases, might be in-
:: appropriate to maintain the dignity of the government. 2
"...:;'

The USIA suggests in ita submission that the GAO has already approved this:1.
'. type of "barter arrangement" in 63 Comp. Gen. 459 (1984). In that case, the Fed-

eral Communications Commission (FCC) accepted rent-free exhibition space and
o~her free services at an industry trade show offered by the trade show promot
ers' to set up a booth to provide the public with radio technology information.

;o:.~'.-...

" We did approve the alTangement 88 a reasonable quid pro quo. The FCC's exhi-
bitions were regarded as popular drawing cards by the promoters but it lacked
sUfficient funds to accept many invitations to exhibit without tile free services.
To th!lt extent, there is an analogy with the VOA situation. The submission
states that without the donated materials "the agency [USIA] would be unable
to provide this type of programming because of the high cost of acquiring per
formance righta and packaging the programs." However, the FCC decision is not
really pertinent to the question before us; the FCC was not asked to include any
commercial content in its exhibitions.

Conclusion

In sum, we fmd that the Director of VOA has authority to accept a gift of pro
grams for broadcast .abroad and we are aware of no statutory prohibition
agaiitat the inclusion of commercial advertising in such donated programs. How·
ever, in view of the traditional federal policy against commercial advertising in
government programs, we suggest that USIA consider consulting with appropri
ate committees of Congresa before adopting a policy which would permit the in
clusion of advertising in VOA broadcasts without explicit authority to do 801

(67 ComPo Gen.)
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B-228958. November 17. 1987
·Proeureinent
Conipetitive N~lotiation
~ ~o.ijt:lnal Offors
••Technical Acceptahllity
•••NepUve DetermlnaUan
• iII...Propriety
Where procuring agency advises the prote8ter of the deficiency in ita initial offer concerning flre
safety, which was a mandatory requirement, and protester fails to address the deficiency in its best
and final offer. the final offer was technically unacceptable and properly should not have been con
sidered for award.

Proeurement
Il.ld Protesta
• GAO Procedures
• • Interested Parties
•••Direct Interest Standards
Where protester's offer was technically unacceptable. it is not an interested party to raise WUel!I
concerning the award because it does not have the requisite dired ecor'>m.ic interest to be consid
ered an interested party under the Bid Protest RegulatiollB.

Matter of: Atrium Building Partnership
Atrium Building Partnership protests the rejection of its offer under solicitation
for offers (SFO) No. 9PEL10-87-10, issued by the General Services Administre
tion (GSA), for the lease of between 5,000 and 5,300 square feet of office space in
the central business district area of Eugene, Oregon. Atrium alleges that GSA
improperly applied the solicitation's fire safety criteria to its offer and made
several errors in evaluating its offer.

We dismiss in part and deny in part the protest.

On May 11, 1987, GSA issued the SFO to provide space for the Social Security
Administration, Office of Hearings and Appeals (OHA). Currently, Atrium is
leasing space to GSA under the option term of a 5-year lease agreement which
gives GSA the right to terminate the agreement with 60 days notice. Shortly
before the expiration of the first 5-year term under Atrium's lease, GSA con
ducted a market survey of the prevailing rental retes in Eugene. GSA deter
mined that it was more appropri~te to resolicit its requirements than to exer
cise the option under Atrium's lease. Prior to issuing the SFO, GSA inspected
several buildings of which seven were identified as aceeptsble to OHA. Atrium
was among these, however, the acceptance of its building was conditioned upon
the correction of fire safety and handicap access deficiencies.

Regarding fire safety, GSA determined that the atrium style interior of
Atrium's building did not meet fire aafety standards for fire rated exits, and
that the north and south exits which entered the atrium were required to be
separated by 1 hour fire rated walls. GSA Fire Safety Regulations PBS P
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5900.2B, chapter 14, paragraph 9(dl, which was a mandatory term of the SFO,
states that "offices or other rooms used for human occupancy must not open
into an atrium, nor may exit routes pass through an atriul!1." Therefore, by
letter dated May 7, 1987, GSA informed Atrium of the fIre safety defIciency
found in its building and of the need to include a detailed description of how it
intended to rectify the deficiency to comply with the mandatory terms of the
solicitation.

On June 15, the day offers were due, GSA received four offers, including
Atrium's. Negotiations were conducied with each offeror. On June 26 GSA ad
vised Atrium that its offer did not contain sufficient detail with respect to the
fire safety and handicap access deficiencies noted. GSA and Atrium differ as to
the substance of these discussions. Atrium alleges that GSA advised that it had
not conducted a formal survey of its building for fire safety, that there were no
blueprints available on the building, and that a formal survey was appropriate.
Further, Atrium alleges that GSA agreed to permit it to provide appropriate
blueprints and plans showing the fire safety .nd mitigation systems and to con
duct a formal survey with a fire safety professional. However, GSA reports that
it never agreed to perform a formal survey because it would have been inappro
priate. Rather, GSA states that Atrium proposed that its sprinkler system miti
gated the fire safety deficiencies in its building. GSA states that it contacted the
fIre safety engineer who advised that a sprinkler system did not cure Atrium's
fire safety defIciency and on June 26, GSA so advised Atrium and, further, that
its best and final offer (BAFOI must include information describing how it in
tended to correct its fire safety deficiency, as well as the other weaknesses in its
initial offer.

Despite these discussions, Atrium did not submit information in its BAI .:, show
ing how it planned to comply with the fIre safety requirements. However, GSA
continued to evaluate Atrium's proposal. The result of the evaluation was that
of the four offers received, Atrium's offer was rated the third highest regarding
quality and the third lowest with respect to price. Award was made to Hubert J.
Perkins, who GSA rated second highest in quality and second lowest in price.

Atrium contends that GSA misapplied the fire safety regulations. It argues
that, prior to determining that its building did not meet the regulations, GSA
was required to conduct a risk assessment of its building with a fire safety pre
fessional. Further, Atrium contends that the determination that its offer did not
satisfy the fire safety requirements was inappropriate because its offer con
tained a statement advising that it intended to meet the SFO's fire safety re
quirements. Moreover, Atrium contends that the evaluation process was im
proper because GSA did not examine relocation cost, made errors concerning
the frame, access points and space planning of its building, permitted the
awardee to substitute a new offer which did not meet the terms of the SFO and
permitted all offers to expire before the award.

Initially, we note that GSA argues that Atrium's protest is untimely because
Atrium was aware of the decision of GSA to treat its building as deficient in
fire safety after July 1 as evidenced by letters mailed to the GSA, Realty Spa-
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cialist concerning its compliance with fire safety requirements. Our Bid Protest
Regulations provide that protest shall be filed not later than 10 working days
after the basis of protest is known or should have been known, whichever is ear
lier. 4 C.F.R. § 21.2(aX2) (1987). While Atrium's letters indicate that Atrium di&
agreed with the fire safety assessment of its building, we do not find that
Atrium had sufficient information to form its protest until August 11, 1987,
when GSA informed it that award was beinb made to Perkins.

GSA reports that deviation from the fire safety regulations is permitted only if
no other space is available and program professionals determine that the basic
safety requirements have been lJ'et. PBS P 5900.2B, chapter I, paragraphs 3(a)
and (b). GSA states that because "ther offers were received in response to the
SFO, a risk assessment of Atrium's building would have been inappropriate.
Furthermore, GSA contends that due to the fire safety engineer's determination
that a sprinkler system would not rectify Atrium's rrre safety rleficiency, the de
cision that Atrium did not comply with the fire safety requirements was reason
able.

In our opinion, Atrium has failed to establish that GSA acted w>reasonably in
evaluating its offer. Atrium does not dispute GSA's conclusion that the Atrium
building did not meet the requirements of the regulatiolls; rather it argues that
GSA was required to perform a risk asses!=Oment with a fire safety professional.
However, the fire safety regulations only permit deviation and a risk awess
ment where there are no other available spaces, which was not the case here.
Indeed, section 12 of the SFO provides that offers which include alternate fire
protection features must include a written analysis by a certified rrre protection
engineer fully describing any exceptions taken to the fire safety requirements.
'l'herefore, Atrium had the burden of demonstrating compliance with the fire
safety requirements of the SFO. By including a blanket statement that it in
tended to comply with fire safety, Atrium did not overcome this burden. We
have held that a blanket offer to meet mandatory requirements does not substi
tute for a detailed description of how a firm plans to do so. XYZTEK Corp., B
214704, Aug. 21, 1984, 84-2 CPD n204.

Further, during negotiations GSA s!"",ifically called Atrium's attention to the
fire safety deficiency found in its offer, after consulting the fire safety engineer.
In view of the fact that Atrium elected not to include this information in its
BAFO, we find that Atrium's offer was technically unacceptable and that GSA
should have rejected it as such, instead of continuing its evaluation. A proposal
that has not been made acceptable after discussions properly may be rejected
after BAFOs and the proposal may not be considered for award. See Louisiana
Foundation for Medical Care, B-225576, Apr. 29, 1987, 87-1 CPD n451.

Given that Atrium's offer properly should have been rejected as technically 'lIl

acceptable, we find that whether GSA allegedly made errors in the evaluation
of the offer to be irrelevant. Moreover, Atrium is not an interested party to
raise issues about the award to Perkins. Our Bid Protest &>gulations require
that a protester be an interested party, which is defined as a party having a
direct economic interest in the award of a contract or proposed award ~f a con-
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,; Procurement
;}~edBidding
,,>illnvilation for Bids
.,.,-, ~ •. 1 -... • ~

',; ",._Competition Rights
}/._1I!p>ntracton
Dcl••• _ Exclusion
~~r ","
~::-'Ybere contracting agency did not provide prote&te!/incumbent contractor with the.-lOlicitation, in
~~)Ip!.te of ~veral requeets by the incumbent eontrar.:tor that ogency' procurement offu:utls dO,80, in
><cumbent contractor was improperly excluded from the eoMPetitiiio:-in·violation of the Competition
(-"in COntracting Act of 1984, wmch requires "fuU and open" competitive,procedures.
':' ...'~'
,,~~~--=,==","=,=,"--=,~~-:--...--- ......._---
'¥after of: Bonneville Blue Print Supply
::SI!<inneville Blue Print Supply (Bonneville) pro~stB the proposed award of a c6n
,:,traCt under invitation for bids (IFB) No, R4-ll7-09, issued by' the 'For~ Servi~,

:LP; S· Department of Agriculture. for reproductionserViees. Bom,••viIIe com·
'i.'plains that 'en though it was the incumbent contractor the agency failed to
1(provide it With a copy of the solicitation prior to the Did opening date, prevent
I,:ing it ,from Competing under the solicitation.
--;:~

BWe sustain the protest.
'g:~ pr<>curement was for blneprint ,reproduction services for I yea.. beginning
:i.~ber 1, 1987, with four additional I-year options. The requirement\v~ 6~'
\,o~ized in the (]pmmerce BU8i~8 Daily (CBD) on July 17;the solicitatic)II',,,,i1s
A~~ed on August 4. Eight potential bidders responded to ~he CBD 8Yno~¥i •.a,Dd
~~~. . ' (61'~~~'Gen.)
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requested a copy of the solicitation package, but only one bid, from Blueprint
Reproduction Specialists (Blueprint), was received by the Forest Service at bid
opening on September 3.

According to Bonneville and not disputed by the Forest Service, Bonneville, the
incumbent contractor for the past 3 years. had worked with the contracting offi
cer Hin the past months on the new contract requirements" and on several occa·
sions had informally requested that it receive a copy of the new solicitation
package. However, after the CBD synopsis was published but before the solicita
tion was issued, the contracting officer retired. Bonneville's informal requests
were not communicated to the successor contracting officer with the result that
Bonneville was never sent a copy of the solicitation package. Bonneville points
out that the new contracting officer should have bee" aware that it was the in
cumbent contractor since she signed an amendment ,odifying Bonneville's ex
;.sting contract on August 21, a week and a half before bid opening under the
new solie" .ion. Bonneville did not learn of the issuance of the new solicitation
until: lber 4, 1 day after bid opening. Bonneville filed a protest with our
Office ... ;:;eptember 9. arguing that it had been improperly excluded from the
competition and requesting that it be allowed to compete under a resolicita·
tion. 1

In response to Bonneville's arguments, the Forest Service contends that Bonne
ville should have been on notice of the procurement through the CBD notice.
and should have formally requested a copy of the IFB in response thereto as did
other potential bidders. Although the Forest Service admits that there Vias a
Jack of communication between the original and successor contracting officers
concerning Bonneville's request for the solicitation package, it argues that there
was no deliberate attempt to exclude Bonneville from the competition and ths'
the one bid it did receive was at a reasonable price.

We believe the Forest Service fails to recognize that the Chnpetition in Cor
tracting Act of 1984 (CICA) places a duty on contracting agencies to take poE
tive. effective steps toward assuring that all responsible sources are permitted
to compete. Agencies are required when procuring property or ser.ices to obtain
full and open competition through the use of competitive procedures. 41 U.S.C. §
253(aX1)(A) (Supp. III 1985). "Full and open competition" is obtained when "all
responsible sources are permitted to submit sealed bids or competitive propos
als." Id. §§ 259(c) and 403(7) ompete for a particular contract. See 7hz.... World
Maintenance Inc., 65 Comp. Gen. 401 (1986). 86-1 CPD D239. In 80 doing. we will
take into account all of the circumstances surrounding a firm's nonreceipt of
solicitation materials, as well as the agency's explanation. Id. Using this ap
proach, we have sustained protests and recommended resolicitation where we

I Blueprint argues that pUl'lluant to our Bid Protest Regulations, -4 C.F.R. § 21.HO (l987l, we should diAmi&e Bonne
ville', protest bealuse it d0C8 not set forth ita legal grounds, state the form of relief requested or llpec.ifitally re
quest l1 ruling by the Comptroller General. We think to do so would elevate form over aubstance since in ita letter
requesting our Office to "review the [Forest Service's) bidding procedures" Bonnevi\1e uaerts that as the incum
bent contractor it improperly WIl9 not provided with a copy of the IFD and "should be entitled to bid on thw con
tract." In their substantive comments, neither Blueprint nor the Forest Service evidences sny difficulty under
iltandlng the basis for BonnevilJe'li protest or thot what it seeks is an opportunity to participate in a resolicitation.
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Gl}0\loWi~~t~~~,a'~'~ fauure·to receive a "','licitation was the result of ~ignificant
.'k,.~ deficienCIes on'the,·part 'of the contractmg agency. Bee 'Irans World Mamte
~:;:y'~nan&i;··Iifc:,B..220947, supra. 86-1 CPD V 239; Dan's Moving & Sto~, inc., B..
:;,1\;~222431.MiIy 28, 1986, 86-1 CPD V496.
:~~_:~:-::_.~ •..;,;. ,.' J'

,Jo:f', w,e·rea~ a similar result here. Wefmd that Bonneville was improperly denied
f::::- a ~py of.the~80lici~tionin violation- of CICA'a requiremeilt for ufpll ~d open~J

~~~';..C9D}Petition. JliSt lIS. was the situation in 'Irans World Mainteruillce, Inc., and
;fo},,,Dii,,"s-Moving & Storage, Inc., cases·with aimilar fs,ct patterna, Bonpeville was
:t'~_the';uicuinbent cPntractor performing the very same services· for which the new
~:' ·.p~iirement was conducted and there is nothing in the record to suggest that
:;( .Bonl)eVille is other than a respOnsible' source. As we stated in the prior cases,
:;5. the incumbent cont...ctor had a right to expect to be solicited for the follow'On

contract. lil addition, Bonneville informally requested of the then-<:ol)tracting of~

fiter a copy of the solicitation on severs,l occasions before bid. opening. While
Bonneville did not make s, formal inquiry in direct response to the, CBD.sYl)l)p
sis, we think the firm's attempts to obtain a copy of the solicitation were rea
""nable under the circumstances. Bonneville had asked the former contracting
officer on several occasions to make sure it received, a copy of the solicitation
when issued; When the former contracting officer retired he failed to communi
cate Bonneville's request to his SUC"'lSBOr. The new contracting officer-while
apparently aware that Bonneville was the incumbent contractor since she
signed a modification to its contract a week and a half prior to bid opening-did
not take the most obvious step which was simply to contact Bonneville, as the
incumbent contractor, to include it in the competition under the new solicita
tion. The Forest Service has neither refuted these facts nor offered an adequate
explanation for its failure to provide a copy of the solicitation to Bonneville.
While we do not find evidence of any deliberate attempt by the Forest Service
to exclude Bonneville from competing, we conclude that the Forest Service's ac·
tions prevented a responsible source from competing in violation of CleA's mail
date for full and open competition. Bee Don's Moving & Storage, Inc., B..222431,
supra at I, 86-1 CPD V496 at L

To remedy this situation, we find that the appropriate course of action is for the
Forest Service to resolicit. We recognize that rejecting bids lifter they have been
publicly opened tends to discourage competition, because it results in making
them public without award, which is contrary to the interests of the low bidder,
and because rejection means that bidders have expended effort and money to
prepare their bids without the possibility of acceptance. Bee 'Irans World Main·
tenance, Inc., B..220947, supra at 6, 86-1 CPD V239 at 6. However, in view of the
congressional mandate for "full and open" competition, we believe that the gov
ernment's interests are best served in the present case by canceling the solicita·
tion and giving all responsible sources a fair opportunity .to compete on the rOo
solicitation, especially in light of the fact that only one bid was received in re
sponse to the original solicitation. We therefore are recommending that the
Forest Service cancel the invitation and resolicit bids using full and open com
petitive procedures.
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: B·228000,November·19, 1987
Procurement
Ccimpe~ltiveNegotiation

·.Offe...
• • Evaluation
•••Technical Acceptability
Agency properly rejected offer to furnish surplus property where the protester failed to provide suf
ficient' information to e&~liah that the surplus items met all the requirements of the solicitation
and the agency considers the items critical to the safety of persons and property.

-
Matter of: Amity Merchandise Products Corporation

Amity Merchandise Products Corp. (Amity) protests the rejection of its offer to
furnish surplus hydraulic servovalves (valves) in response to request for propo&
als (RFP) No. N00383-87-R-0696 issued by the Navy Aviation Supply Office
(ASO). Amity contends that the agency failed to give its proposal full and fair
consideration and that rejection of its proposal was unreasonable and not in the
best interest of the government.

We deny the protest.

On June 12, 1986, ASO published notice in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD),
of its intent to order 25 valves for the F-14 aircraft, Grumman Aerospace Corp.
(Grumman) part number (PIN) A51H9038-3, from Grumman under a basic or
dering agreement. According to ASO, data sufficient for competitive procure
ment is not available and cannot therefore be furnished by the government.

In response to this CBD announcement, ASO received two unsolicited offers
from Amity and D. Moody & Co., Inc., on June 26 and July 10, respectively.
Flach firm offered to furnish a partial quantity of seven surplus valves; both
firms identified the manufacturer of these valves as Moog Inc. On November 12,
ASO again synopsized the requirement in the CBD. The RFP, issued on the
same day, sought 25 valves manufactured in accordance with Grumman source
control drawing PIN A51H9038-3 from the only known approved source of
supply for this PIN, which is Moog. The Navy reports that Moog's PIN applica
ble to Grumman's source control drawing is PIN 010-69996-1. The RFP incorpo
rated by reference a new material clause which required offerors to represent
that the parts to be supplied, including any former government property identi
fied as surplus, would be new, not used or reconditioned, and not of such age or
so deteriorated as to hnpair their usefulne'J8 or safety. The solicitation further
required under the government surplus clause incorporated therein that a firm
intending to offer former government surplus property attach to ite offer" sepa
rate sheet containing a complete description of the items, the quantity to be
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sUPI'Jied, the name of the agency from which the items were acquired and the
date of acquisition.

ASO received two offers in response to the RFP. The manufacturer, Moog, of
fered to furnish the total quantity of 25 valves at a unit price of $3,551.' The
protester offered a partial quantity of seven surplus valves at a unit price of
$2,200. In its proposal, Amity indicated that the valves were manufactured by
Moog and were purchased by Amity from Grumman "contract termination:'

Accompanying Amity's proposal were test acceptance data sheets for one valve,
serial number 47. Each test acceptance data sheet for this valve was stamped
"Repair." In response to ASO's request for further information, Amity by letter
dated May II, 1987, submitted test acceptance data sheets for the other six
valves,2 a completed surplus certlfication with addendum, and a copy of its un
solicited proposal of June 26, 1986. In its May II letter, Amity advised the con
tracting officer that the firm was resubmitting the seven valves to Moog for a
current test and evaluation report and copies of the current test results Vlould
be furnished to the contracting officer. By letter dated June 19, 1987, the con
tracting officer rejected Amity's offer on the grounds that the surplus valves did
not meet the relevant regulation governing the acquisition of surplus property.
Specifically, the contracting officer determined that the Federal Acquisition
Regulation <FAR), 48 C.F.R. § 1O.010(bl (1986), applied to this procurement and
Amity's surplus items failed to meet the four factors set forth in that provision.
In relevant part that provision states:

lb, Contracting onicers shall consider the following when determining whether used or recondi·
tioned materials, former Govl'rnmcnt surplus property, Or residual inventory are acceptable:

III Safety of persons Or properly.

(2) 'fotal cost to thE' Governm~nllincluding maintenance, inspection. testing, and useful life).

(31 Performance reqUirenwnlS.

(4) Avnilnbility and cost of new materials nnd components.

ASO therefore awarded the contract on June 19 to the manufacturer. ~y1oog.

Amity filed an agency level protest, which was denied, and this protest to our
Office followed. 3

The gravamen of Amity's protest is that ASO's rejection of its offer was without
a reasonable basis. In this regard, Amity points out three specific factors which
it believes the ('(''1tracting officer should have considered, but which were not
properly considered in evaluating its offer: (1) The favorable inspection and test
ing data obtained from Moog in 1977 and 1987 for all seven valves; (2) Moog's
certification that the valves "meet(s) the specification requirementsU

, and that

• ASO "·port.'! that Moog's propclS(!d unit price for a partilliliullnttty of 18 valves is $3,9"l2.
~ All but one page of th~ test data IIheets for these !Iix valves wer(' stomped "Repair" and the year indicated on
thew C.ltB sheets for all S('\'('n v"lvt'S WiUI 1977
~ As 11 preliminary matter. ASO contends thut Amity's protest should be dismis..ooed purwant to section 21.1{d) oC
our Bid Protest RI;"'~'Ululionll, -I C.F n. § :!\.lldln!l'R7l. bt.-caUS£! 0 copy of the Gcnerol Accounting Office protest W88
not r«e,ved by !.he contractinl" rr, ".. un~;' ~ LlllY~ after the proLe:;t Wll9 fLied nt our Office. We conclude that
di8mLo;sa1 of Amity·s protest is not wnrtunt~d under these circumstances where. as ASO concedes, the agency knew
Amity's bast'S of protest since Amity hod initially flied its protest with the agency.
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(3) Moog "attested" that the "condition of the valves is the same as purchased
directly from Moog."

Amity argues that had ASO conducted its evaluation of the firm's surplus offer
Jng in a "fair" and llequitable" manner, the contracting officer should not have
concluded that the valves did not meet the specification requirements. The pro
tester challenges ASO's refusal to recognize the validity of the test reporte from
Moog and takes further exception to the contracting officer's conclusion that
the government would incur substantial labor costs associated with additional
testing and inspection of the valves. Amity asserte that further "overhaul in
spection and dimensional checks" need not be performed since the valves had
been inspected and tested by the manufact.urer, Moog, as recently as June 1987
and those results were furnished to the government by the protester. 0.1 the
basis of these test reporte, Amity further """erte that the valves meet the per
formance requirements of the specificat~ons; that no "usefullife span" has been
consumed; and that there should be no difference in maintenance costs for its
"overhauledll versus H new" valves. Amity's final contention concerns the fact
that in its view, the firm's low unit price would result in substantial cost sav
ings to the government.

In its response to the protest, ABO submitted a detailed explanation of its rea
sons for rejecting Amity's offer. Preliminarily, ASO points out that the contract
ing officer's decision to reject Amity's offer was based, as previously noted, on
the four factors enunciated in FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 10.010(b). Concerning the first
factor, safety of persons or property, ASO states that the valve being acquired is
a critical safety of flight item which is mounted on the glove vane cylinder as
sembly of the F-14 aircraft. This glove vane cylinder assembly provides hydrau
lic fluid to control the extension and retraction of the glove vanes (flaps) and
the valves being procured control the flow of hydraulic fluid into the glove vane
cylinder assembly. According t.o ASO, failure of the valve could lead to the fail
ure of the glove vane cylinder assembly and ultimately loss of control of the
aircraft.

ASO stat.es that the contracting officer reviewed all the documentation fur
nished by Amity to support its offer-including its surplus certification, the ac
ceptance and test data sheets- and concluded that Amity had failed to demon
strate that the items meet the specification requirements. For example, the
agency contends that Amity did not furnish any manufacturing records to indi··
cate when the valves were built or if the valves were built to Grumman's source
control drawing A51H9038-3 and Moog drawing 010-69996-1. Moreover, the
agency notes that the word "REPAIR" was stamped on all but one of the pages
of the test data furnished by Amity; however, no information or repair records
were provided by Amity to show what was repaired; when the units were re
paired; what parts, if any, were replaced; who performed the repair or to what
standard the repair work was performed. In view of this uncertainty and lack of
adequate information, the contracting officer determined that acceptance of
these valves would pose undue risks to person and property.
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As for the total cost to the government (including maintenance, inspection, test
ing and ueefullifel factor, the agency re880ns that the government would incur
substantial costs in determining the internal condition and useful life of the
valves since Amity did not provide complete manufacturing and repair data. Ac
cording to ASO, the Grumman source control drawing A51H9038-3 requires that
the valves have an operating life of 6,600 hours and a useful life of 6,000 flight
hours. Insofar as the protester had not submitted any supporting evidence that
the 10-year-old valves it proposed to furnish would meet the operating life or
useful life requirements, the contracting officer was unable to determine how
much or if any of the valves' useful lives had been consumed.

ASO further reports, and the record confirms, that in its surplus certification,
Amity was unable to certify that the surplus items meet all the drawing and
specification requirements of the solicitation and Amity further incUcated that
it did not intend to refurbish the valves or to replace cure-dated or sensitive
components. Thus, ASO maintains the agency would be required to inde~nd

entl)! determine the internal condition of the valves and that process would re
quira ASO to disassemble the valves and perform an internal inspection,testing
and replacement of parts, where nece888ry. Consequently, the agency refutes
Amity's claim that the cost of maintaining the overhauled surplus valves should
be no different than the cost of maintaining new valves since the internal condi
tion of the overhauled valves is unknown.
Concerning the performance requirements factor, ASO asserts that the protest
er has not submitted any in-process inspection data or manufacturing data from
which one could determine whether these valves were manufactured to any per
formance requirements. Specifically, the agency refers to two performance re
quirements specified in the Grumman source control drawing, i.e., a shelf life of
10 years and an operating life of 6,600 hours. ASO claims Amity has failed to
show that its offer meets these two requirements. Additionally, the agency reit
erates Amity's failure to show that the valves were manufactured in eccordance
with Grumman's source control drawing A51H9038-3 and Moog's drawing 010
69996, and Amity's failure to certify that the valves meet the specification's re
qUirements.

As to the availability and cost of new materials and components factor, the con
tracting officer compared the cost of acquiring the total quantity from the man
ufacturer, Moog, with the cost of acquiring partial quantities from Moog and
Amity and concluded that any potential savings to the government would be de
minimis.' However, the contracting officer reasoned that any potential savings

Total priceUnit price

• As previously noted, Moog'e per unit price quote for a partial Quantity of 18 valvee was $8,922. 00 this baaia. the
contracting officer calculated the potentio.1 savings os folloW&:
OOeror ~

Moog
Offeror

Amity
Moog

25
Qty

7
18

$3,551
Unit-price

'~200
$3,922

'1'otal
Total uvinp .

188.715
Total price

$lMOO
$70,596

$80.996
'~779
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to the government if the valves were acquired from Amity and Moog would be
negated if the cost for all necessary refurbishment or replacement of cure-dated
or age sensitive parts in the surplus valves were added to Amity's unit price.

In rejecting Amity's offer, ASO analogizes the situation here to that in Hill In
dustries, Inc., 8-209884, Aug. 24, 1983, 83-2 CPD U 246, in which we found the
agency's rejection of a proposal to furnish surplus items to be reasonable ;n
light of a critical need for reliability of operation throughout the system life
where: (1) the equipment would be used in the starter assembly of jet aircraft,
(2) the protester's surplus offering failed to include historical data for the items
from the time they left the manufacturer's facilities, and (3) the Air Force was
unable to determine the current condition of the surplus items. The agency also
cites a number of our prior cases recognizing the legitimate concerns of a pro-
curing agency as to where, when, why and how an item became surplus. See,
e.g., D. Moody & Co., Inc., 8-214026, Sept. 25, 1984, 84-2 CPD U365. ASO con
tends therefore that its rejection of Amity's proposal was proper.

In comments on the agency report, Amity takes issue with the agency's ration
ale for rejecting its offer. However, many of Amity's exceptions are based on its
premise that the agency refuses to give any significance M validity to the test
reports obtained from Moog in which Moog purportedly "attested" to the "cur
rent conformity" of Amity's surplus offering to Moog's utest requirements."

The protester further contends that the firm was never informed of, nor given
an opportunity to respond to, the various concerns cited by ABO in the agency's
report on the protest. For example, Amity alleges that ASO did not request any
historical data for the items from the time they left the manufacturer's facility,
or any data concerning the iniernal condition of the valves and/or any cure
dated or age-sensitive components. Finally, the protester questions the reason
ableness of Moog's unit price for a partial quantity of 18 valves on the basis
that Moog's proposed unit price for 18 valves reflects an increase of more than
$700 over Moog's 1985 unit price for 20 valves.

AIl ASO correctly points out, we have long recognized that the critical nature of
the functions that certain equipment has to perform, creates a legitimate need
for an agency to know where, when, why and how an item became surplus. See
Hill Industries, Inc., 8-209884, supra; D. Moody & Co., Inc., 8-214026. supra at 6.
We have also held that the procuring agency is responsible for determining its
minimum needs since the agency is in the best position to ascertain its needs
due to familiarity with the particular requirements and environments in which
the items will be used. Thus, we will not question an agency's determination of
its minimum needs or the technical judgment forming the basis for that deter-
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mination unless it is clearly show!> to he unreasonable. &e eMI Corp., B-216164,
May 20, 1985, 85-1 CPD ~ 572 at 3.

We think ASO acted reasonably in rejecting Amity's offer. In our view, Amity's
offer to provide valves that are at least 10 years old and which, according to
Amity, "appear to have been completely reconditioned, overhauled and tested"
does not constitute an offer to provide new, not used or reconditioned. valves as
required by the solicitation's new materials clause. The record shows that
Amity relies, almost exclusively, on the fact that the valves were tested in 1977
and 1987 by the original manufacturer, Moog, and found to meet "all spec. re
quirements." However, the fact that Moog may have found these valves meet
Hall spec. requirements" is not relevant since these test acceptance documents
do not indicate which specification requirements Moog is referencing, nor does
Moog or Amity affirmatively state that the valves meet the specification re
quirements set forth in this current solicitation.

Moreover, given the critical nature of the items in question, we think it was
reasonahle for the agency to be concerned about the lack of the original manu
facturing or historical data on the items offered by Amity. While Amity has
strongly argued that ASO is adequately protected because the original manufac
turer, Moog, has "attested" to the condition of the valves, we are not persuaded
that this is a viable substitute for histnrical or manufacturing data. We note, fnr
instance, that Amity baldly asserts that according to Moog, its surplus valves
meet the useful life requirement of 6,000 flight hours; however, Amity proffered
no independent data to support or corroborate this assertion. In other words, we
are not in a position to question ASO's conclusion that Amity has failed to pro
vide meaningful data to establish the acceptability of its surplus offering pursu
ant to FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 10.01()(b). In sum, since Amity did not submit an offer
that met the requirements of the solicitation, ASO's rejection of its offer was
proper.

Since we find Amity's offer was properly rejected we need not consider its pro
test that Moog's proposed price for a partial quantity of 18 valves was unreason
able.

Accordingly. the protest is denied.

~,!,!",!"",~~~~~---.,;,,-----
B-229085, November 30, 1987
Appropriations/Financial Management

Appropriation Availability
• Purpose Availability
•• Specific Purpose Restrictions
••• Pcr:JOnal Expenses/Furnishings
Purchase of steel toe safety shoes by a District Office of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Cor a
supply clerk whose work includes movement of heavy objects with various equipment is authorized
under Section 19 of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970, if such footwear is
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administratively determined to be necessary for safety reasons to protect the clerk from the poesibil·
ity <if foot injury. Ai?, a federal agency the IRS is subject to OSHA regulations and must satisfy
standards set by the Secretary of Labor for personal protective equipment.

Matter of: Internalllevenue Service-Purchase of Safety Shoes
We have been asked by an authorized certifying officer of the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) for an advance decision on the legality of purchasing safety shoes
for a supply clerk whose work includes moving heavy objects. For the reasons
that follow, we find such payment is proper.

On March 5, 1987, the IRS District Office in Des Moines, Iowa, purchased aafety
shoes with steel toes for use by the supply clerk. Work performed by the clerk
involved moving heavy objects such as files, desks, and pRilets using a variety of
equipment- trucks, jacks, and dollies. It was administratively determined by
the Chief, Facilities Management Branch (FMB) in Des Moines, that such shoes
were necessary to protect the supply clerk from the real possibility of serious
foot injury.

As a federal agency, the IRS is subject to Section 19 of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA), and must establish occupational safety and
health programs consistent with standards promulgated by the Secretary of
Labor. 29 U.S.C. § 668 (1987). Under these standards, the general requirement is
that personal protective equipment for extremities must be provided, used, and
maintained whenever hazards of processes or environment may cause injury or
impairment in the function of any part of the body. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.132(a)
(1986). Occupational foot protection-aafety toe footwear-is specifically men
tioned as a type of safety equipment. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.136 (1986).

Previously this Office has allowed expenditures on protective footwear for Drug
Enforcement Administration agents assigned to temporary duty in jungle envi
ronments upon administrative determination under Section 19 of the Occupa
tional Safety and Health Act that such footwear was necessary to protect agents
from jungle hazards. B-187507, December 23, 1976. We have also certified reim
bursement for ski boots purchased for a U.S. Forest Service snow ranger in ac
cordance with OSHA regulations and proper administrative determination by
the District Forest Ranger for such need. B-191594, December 20, 1978. OSHA
regulations were also the basis for authorizing the purchase of down-fIlled
parkas for Department of Interior employees assigned to Alaska or high country
during the winter months. 63 Comp. Gen. 245 (1984).

Paragraph 1(14)71.4(4) of the Internal Revenue Manual states:

Regional Commissioners are responsible for the safety of all personnel under their jurisdiction and
shall ensure the installation and development of adequate accident and fire prevention programs
within their respective regions.

In turn, the Resources Management Division of the IRS has advised us that Re
gional Office directives designate Chiefs, Facilities Management Branch (FMB)
as responsible for developing and administering safety policies within their re
spective areas. In the instant case, it is clear from the record submitted that the
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Chief, FMB of the Des Moines Office specifically authorized the purchase of
safety shoes. Since the safety shocd were administratively determined to he nec
essary for employee safety under the IRS Regional Commissioner Directive, we
conclude that appropriated funds may he used for their purchase. It is, of
course, understood that the acquisition was approved in accordance with au~

thorized procedures and that title to the shoes will vest in the United States.

Finally, 5 U.S.C. § 7903 (1987) authorizes purchases of special clothing for the
protection of personnel in the performance of their assigned task. To qualify
under this section three tests must he met: (1) the item must he "special" and
not that which an employee would ordinarily furnish for himsolf; (2) the item
must be for the benefit of the government, that is, essential to the safe and suc
cessful accomplishment of the work; and (3) tbe employee must he engaged in
hazardous duty. See 63 Compo Gen. 245, 247 (1984). The purchase of the safety
shoes meets the above test. First, safety shoes are not normally purchased by
employees and so could be considered special. Second, the record submitted
shows that the shoes were purchased in order to reduce the risk of injury to the
employee, and, as indicated above, were required to he provided under OSHA
and its implementing regulations. Third, the movement of heavy objects using a
variety of equipment does involve the danger of foot injury.

We conclude that under these circumstances, appropriated funds may be ex
pended to procure safety shoes for a sl'pply clerk who uses various equipment to
move heavy objects.
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A:ppropriations/Financial
<Management

- ,
Appropriation AvaiiBbility
• Amount Availability
••Augmentation- -. .
•••Gifts/Donations
•••• Advertising

The United States Information Agency (USIA) is authorized to accept donations of radio programs
from private syndicators for broadcast over Voice of America facilities in view of its broad statutory
discretion to accept conditional gifts. And in the absence 0' ,y statutory prohibition on broadcast-
ing commercials, we cannot say it is unlawful that a girt at' programs is conditioned on the broad
cast of commercial advertising. However, GAO notes longstanding federal policy concerns against
this practice and suggests that before adopting a policy that would permit acceptance of advertising
without explicit authority, USIA consider consulting with appropriate committees of Congress.

90

• Purpose Availability
••Credit Card,
••• Fe..
Under 16 U.S.C. § 46O[.6a(O (1982), the Department of Agriculture (USDA) may allow credit card
companies to deduct their commissions from the proceeds of commercial credit card tranaadions
charged to the public for "reservation services." However, without additional statutory authority,
oommissions on credit carn transactions for other kinds of USDA services or fees must be paid from
current operating appropriations.

48
• Purpose Availability
•• Necessary Expenses Rule

Agency expenditure for seasonal decorations as necessary expenses may be properly payable where
purchase is consistent with work-related objectives, agency or other applicable regulations, and the
agency mission, and is not primarily for the personal convenience or satisfaction of 8 government
employee. Agency must also determine that seasonal decorations are apt:. Jpriate in light of consti·
tutional considerations. GAO advises agencies to establish guidelines to prevent abuse in this area.
52 Comp. Gen. 504 (1973) is overruled and 60 Comp. Gen. 580 (1981) is modified to conform with this
decision.

87
• Purpose Avai1ability
•• Specifie Purpose Restrictions
••• Penonal Expenses/Furnishings

Purchase of steel toe safety shoes by a District Office of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for a
supply clerk whose work includes movement of heavy objecbl ¥.'ith various equipment is authorized
under Section 19 of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970, if such footwear is
administratively delennined to be necessary for safety reasons to protect the clerk from the poasibil-
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Appropriations/Financial Management

ity of foot injury. As a federal agency the IRS is subject to OSHA regulations and must satiSfy
standards set by the Secretary of Labor for personal protective equipment.

104

Claims Against Government
II Burden of Proof
JIll Factual Issues

Claims or demt:.nds against the government which seek payment for supplies or services sold to it
must be accompanied by adequate evidence of delivery to or acceptance by an appropriate govern
ment official of the goWs or services at issue.

72
II Burden of Proof
II. Factual Issues
11111. Credit Cards

Oil companies participating in the United States Government National Credit Card Program (SF
149) may be permitted to adopt new technologies which result in the elimination of signed paper
"delivery tickets" (e.g., credit card charge receipts), if appropriate auditing and accounting controls
are maintained and the government's ability to settle claims, conduct audits, and litigate false and
fraudulent claims, are otherwise adequa~ly protected.

72
II Burden of Proof
IImFactual Issues
11111 III Credit Cards

The United States Government National Credit Card Program (SF-149) should be modified to re
quire users of the SF-149 credit card to tender their government "ID" along with the SF-149, so that
the station operator can verify the user's name and official status.

72
lSI Burden of Proof
1111 Factual Issues
1'111111 Credit Cards

When settling oil company credit card claims against the United States, conducting audits, or pro&
eculing false or fraudulent credit card claims, the government needs to be able to satisfy itself,
based on the "documents" which evidence those transactions, that an authorized individual used a
valid card to properly service or supply an official vehicle engaged. on official business.

72
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·ApproprlaUQos/Financial Management

",

Clalma by Government

• Credit Card•
••Acceptability
Except where prohibited by statute, agencies may accept commercial credit card transactions' in
psymtnt for amounts owed to the United States, subject to certain safeguards. However, where the
Misc:elhmeoua Receipts Act (31 U.S.C. § 33C2(b) (1982» applies, credit card company commissions
must 'be paid from the agency's current operating appropriations, rather than be deducted from the
proceeds of the credit card transaction itself.

48

Claima Against Government
• St\1itutes of Limitation
A claim asserted against the United States Navy by the government of the Netherlands may not be
paid, because the claim was not actually received at GAO within 6 years after the date on wi.lich th~

claim accrued (i.e., the date when fuel was delivered, not the date on which the Netherland! issued
its bill for payment of the fuel), as required by 31 U.S.C. § 3702(bX1) (1982).

52
• Statut.. of Limitation
GAO may not waive the provisions of 31 U.s.C. § 3702(bXn (1982). and lacks the jurladiction neoe&
sary to consider whether a claim barred by operation of that act might be valid under the laws of
another country be'-..ause section 3702(bXl) is not a mere "statute of limitations," but ruther is· a
"condition precedent" to the right to have the claim considered by GAO.

53
Claims Against Government
• Unauthorized Contracts
••Quantum Meruit/Valebant Doctrine

Claims asserted against the United States Navy by the governments of the United :Klngdom and
Italy (which arose in the course of a routine and continuing series of transactions that hinge direct
ly upon the longstanding, day·t,o..de)' relationships of the governments involved) may be paid, despite
the sbsence of supporting official records, because their validity and non-payment have been sati&
factorily substantiated.

52

,
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Civilian Personnel

Tra~"cl""--""---------------------
!II Bonuses
IIII'! Acceptance
IIli1l111 Propriety

Five AID employees traveling on official business participated in airline frequent flyer programs
and earned free tickets which they used for personal travel. AID found the employees liable fartha
value of the ticlmts wred and the employees appeal. Decisions of the Comptroller General··have:CCJn
sistently applied the rule that airline promotional mileage credits earned on official travelmay ,DIlly
be used for official travel and may not Ue used bV employees for personal travel. Thus, the employ
ees are liable for the fu~~ value of the tickets, Erroneous advice of agency officials cannot defeat
application of the rule.

79
B.lBonuses
1111 Acceptance
!l!'J IfIIIII Propriety

The rule reql':ring an employee to account for airline promotional material earned on official travel
applies to be" fits such as accommodation upgrades to business claaB or first class when they.are
obtained in exchange for mileage credire. Therefore, an employee may not exchange mileage ~tB
for accommod1tion upgrades absent authorization or approval by the appropriate agenCy offici8l.'63
Comp. Gen. 4 ') (1984) clarified. The restrictions on the use -.f first-class travel ccmtained inFTR.
para. 1·3.3d now apply to upgrades obtained in exchange for mileage creditB. but could be reviSed in
order to maximize the integration of airline incentive programs into agency travel plans; CoIleCti(m
of the value of the unauthorized or unapproved upgrades used prior to this decision is not required.

80
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BldJ'rote.is
• GAO.P.....edur••
IiIi;rnieiestedP&,ti••
•••DIreCt Interest Sland81d.

Where protester's offer was technically unacceptable, it is not an intere8ted party to rWs.e islW[lI
concemmg~-the award because it does Dot have the requiBite direct economic intereet to be conm:t:.'.
ered an iilterested-party under the Bid Protest-Regulationa.

93
.• GA.O Proc~ures

•• J:'rotest Tir.l.Un...
•••10·Day Rule
Protest that the Army's testing of protective masks and analysis of those test results bear' rio, ~la~
tiOD'to real battle situations and, therefore should not have been used to predict casualtitliS"'is"diso
missed as untimely where the protester was aware of the test methods. witnessed the tests", and
apparently was utisfied with the testing during the 2-112 year period during which testa were. coil
ducted. It was only after the protester's mask was shown to be rated-lower than the awardee's uk
that lh~ protester voiced complaints about testing and analysis-about 8 montha after the comple
tion of testing.

68

• GAO Proc:edure•
••Prote.t Tlm.lln...
••• Itl-D"y Rule
Where the protester does not learn of the weight the ageDCY gave to certain technical/performance
evaluation factors until the debriermg conference. a protest that the agency gave too much weight _ -j'

to those technical/performance factors and too little weight to price is timely when filed within: 10
working days after the debriefmg conference.

68

• GAO Proc:edure•
•• Protest Timeliness
•••Significant Issue Exemptions
•••• Applicability
Request for reconsideration of untimely protest based on significant iaBue ezception is granted and
case decided on the merits where it is alleged by small bWlinesa that it was denied opportunity to
compete because agency failed to advise it of procurement under agency's previously eftabJiahed
procedure.

66
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'>; ,~-,',PrOOurement

;..•... Competltlv. N.gotiation
. . '.•Roqueslll for Proposals

... ••Evaluation Criteria
. .•••Cost/Teehnical Tradeoff•

••••W.ightlng
""', "" ',J':":"",,:, ~,<!" "'<::,:; ':':, ':':, :':'\ :',,:,

;<;;,~~re:therequ~forpl'()poeals,(RFP) indiClites that technical/performance, cost. an:~pl'f.ld~~Uon

~"Cll~b~i~y '"WiII'},eco~8idered in~e evaluaUon ofpropcl881e., without llt1Y indicaticm' of~c~}act;c)~~
- "i ~ll'~iv~,weight,eachJactoriB,BJ38umed·,to be 'accorded fJ\I~tantial1yfaqUD.1,,\Veightinth~ev~\I8~ioni

';" "~i:o~t, ofthe~v~uation is: sue~ed whe,re the I:lgencyco~idered,the technical/performancefaetor
~ be significantly more important than the other factol"lfsct forth in the RFP.

59

,ComJl!'titive Negotiation
• Best/FinalOffers
••Teehnical Acceptability
~~.~eglltive Detenrdnation
.....Propriety
Where procuring agency advises the protester of the deficiency in its initial otyer!?(mceming, fire
¢ety. which was a mandatory requirement. and protester failS to add,ress the defic~ency mite belt
and final offer, the final offer was te<'J:1nically unacceptable and properly should not have been con
sideredfor award.

98
• Discussion
••Adequacy
•••Criteria
Discussions cannot be meaningful if an offeror is not apprised that its price exceeds whaf.the
agency believes to be reasonable.

89
• Discu8sion Reopening
• .Auction Prohibition
Where reopening of negotiations is properly required. notWithstanding'the disclosure 'ofan offeror's
proposal. this does not constitute either technical ieveling or an improper auCtion.

89
• Offers
• • Evaluation Errors
••• Non·Prejudicial Allegation
Contracting agency's failure to inform protester of deficiencies in, its technical., proJKl6:lll. which was
includ~,in the competitive range. deprived, the protester of the oPp<li:tl1nityto P,artic!pat:.e mmean
ing(ul discussions. Protester, however. was not prejudiced since its C06tPropo6Blw8s'somu~higher
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than· the awardee's cost proposal that, even if protester had raised its technicnl proposal to the level
of the awardee's, the protester would not have been awarded the contract.

45
.Ofr...
••Evaluation
•••T.chnical Acc.ptability
Agency properly rejected offer to furnish surplus property where the protester failed to provide suf·
ficient information to establish that the surplus items met all the requirements of the solicitation
and the agency considers the items critical to the safety of persons and property.

99
• Requests for Proposals
••Comp.tition Rights
•••Contractors
••••Exclu.ion

Procuring agency which misclassifies advertisement in the Commerre Bwine88 Daily (CBD) hllB
failed to effectively notify firms most likely to respond to a pending procurement and, therefore,
violated the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984 (CrCA) requirements to obtain full and open
competition.

77
• P..equests for Proposals
•• Evaluation Criteria
•••Subcriteria
••••Disclosure

Protest challenging technical evaluation of proposal on ground that evaluation panel improperly
relied on undisclosed evaluation factor is dismissed 8S academic where. after protest was mod, con
hacting agency reevaluated prop06id based solely on the evaluation factors set out in the aolicita
tion. ChaUenge to reevaluation is denied since there is no indication that it was based on undi&
closed evaluation factor protester alleged was used by initial evaluation panel. Use of same evalua
tion panel to conduct both evaluations is not 8ufficient to call into question the validity of the re
evaluation where there is no evidence of bias. bad faith or other improper conduct on the part of the
evaluators.

84

• Unbalano.d Ofr....
•• Materiality
••• Determination
•••• Criteria
Even though an offer may be mathematically unbalanced, it is not materially unbalanced where
thQrQ is no doubt it will result in the lowest cost to the government.

39
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Where'~~ offerors, were unaware of the actual basis foc award, award under such solicitation "'81
properly ,~rminated.

"

39

~.'

C,. ,PaymenIlDI.chnrge
". Unauthorized Contracts
••Quantum MeraitlValebant Doctrine

Cl.aim8 asserted against the United States Navy by the governments of the United Kinldam and
Italy (which ar06e in the course of a routine and con~inuing aeriee of transactions that It.iDP.~
Iy upon the longstanding, day·to-day relationships of the governments involved) may be paid, deePite
the absence Or supporting official records, because their validity and non-~ymeDtb8ve been satil-
ractorily lubstantiated. -

52

Sealed Bidding
• Invitation for Bids
••Competition RightsII!'.Contractors
••••Exclu.ion

Where contracting agency did not provide protester/ineufPIbent contractor with the solicitation, in
spite of several requests by the incumbent contractor that· agency procurement offieiata. do 80,_ in
cumbent contractor was improperly excluded from the competitjonin violation of the Competition
in Contracting Act of 1984, which requires "full and open" competitive procedures.

96
• Invitations for Bid•
••Competition Rights
•••Contractors
•••• Exclu.ion

Protest of multiple award Federal Supply Schedule contractor, whose prior contract e:ontained'~
newel clause. that it failed' to receive notice of solieitation is denied where agency eynoplized;pro
curement in ~n:e Bwin.us Daily and mailed. solieitation to protester. Renewal clauae Confer,
no additi0n.al protection to protest,r.

Index-8
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_lJnlNiJanced Bids
• .~Maleriality

.'••-Responsiveness
The apparent Jow bids for a contract contemplating award for a I-year base period ana four l·year
options are mathematically unbalanced where there are price differentials of 107 percent and 61
percent,. respectively, between the base year bids and the fourth option year bids and the priC6 dif·
ferential between bid performance periods is attributable primarily to the bidders' discretion~ de
cision to complete paying for equipment in the early years of contract performance. Sinee the
agency has a reasonable doubt that the acceptance of those bids which do not become low until the
fourth and fifth years of the contract ultimately would result in the lowest overall coat to the gov.
~rnment. the bids properly are rejected as materially unbalanced.

68

Special Procurement Methods/Categories
• Federal Supply Schedule
• • Purchase Orders
•••Equivalent Products
•••• Propriety

laauance of a delivery order to Federal Supply Schedule contractor who responded to request for
quotations CRFQ) by proposing items which did not literally meet the RFQ's specifications is not
objectionable where contractor's items were functionally equivalent and satisfied the government's
needs.

56
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